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VARIATIONAL ESTIMATES FOR THE
BILINEAR ITERATED FOURIER INTEGRAL
YEN DO CAMIL MUSCALU CHRISTOPH THIELE
Abstract. We prove pointwise variational Lp bounds for a bilinear Fourier
integral operator in a large but not necessarily sharp range of exponents. This
result is a joint strengthening of the corresponding bounds for the classical
Carleson operator, the bilinear Hilbert transform, the variation norm Carleson
operator, and the bi-Carleson operator. Terry Lyon’s rough path theory allows
for extension of our result to multilinear estimates. We consider our result a
proof of concept for a wider array of similar estimates with possible applications
to ordinary differential equations.
1. Introduction
Consider the bilinear iterated Fourier inversion integral
(1) Bpf1, f2qpxq :“
ż
ξ1ăξ2
pf1pξ1q pf2pξ2qeixpξ1`ξ2qdξ1dξ2 .
It is a close relative of the bilinear Hilbert transform, and as such satisfies Lp
bounds as in [11, 12, 13, 14].
Given any r P p0,8q, let Tr denote the following stronger operator
(2) sup
K,N0ă¨¨¨ăNK
´ Kÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ ż
Nj´1ăξ1ăξ2ăNj
pf1pξ1q pf2pξ2qeixpξ1`ξ2qdξ1dξ2 ˇˇˇr{2¯2{r .
Thus Tr is a variation sum over truncations of B, in particular it dominates both
B and the bi-Carleson operator considered in [21], which essentially is the limit
case r Ñ 8 of Tr.
The main result of our paper is the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that r ą 2. Then Tr is bounded from Lp1 ˆ Lp2 to Lp3
provided that 1{p3 “ 1{p1 ` 1{p2 and
(3) maxp1, 2r
3r ´ 4q ă p1, p2 ď 8 , maxp
2
3
,
r1
2
q ă p3 ă 8 .
Besides strengthening [11, 14, 21], Theorem 1.1 also implies a range of the Lp
estimates for the variation norm Carleson theorem in [26]. Namely, the variation
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norm Carleson estimate can be obtained by a variant of (2) without the constraint
ξ1 ă ξ2, which in turn can be estimated by the sum of (2) and a symmetric version
of (2).
The theory of ordinary differential equations with rough driving signals initi-
ated by T. Lyons [17] and developed by many, for example [18] discusses similar
expressions as (2) and controls them using additional information on the Fourier
transform of f1, f2, allows to bootstrap our main theorem in a certain range of
exponents to multi(sub)linear estimates:
Corollary 1.2. Let k ě 3. For any r ą 0 let Tk,r denote
(4) sup
K,N0ă¨¨¨ăNK
´ Kÿ
j“1
ˇˇˇ ż
Nj´1ăξ1ă¨¨¨ăξkăNj
kź
m“1
pfmpξmqeixξmdξm ˇˇˇr{k¯k{r .
Then for every p P p3
2
,8q and r ą maxp2, p
p´1q it holds that
(5) }Tk,rrf1, . . . , fks}p{k À
kź
m“1
}fm}p .
The end-point version r “ 8 of this corollary was posed as a problem in [24].
It should be of interest to study variants of Theorem 1.1 where eixpξ1`ξ2q is re-
placed by eixpα1ξ1`α2ξ2q for general real parameters α1, α2 and similarly for Corol-
lary 1.2. Such variants of Theorem 1.1 do not hold if α1α2pα1`α2q “ 0, the inter-
esting case α1 ` α2 “ 0 is discussed in [23]. It is possible that α1α2pα1 ` α2q ‰ 0
is the only constraint towards such variants of Theorem 1.1, this would lead to
strong variants of Corollary 1.2 with interesting consequences for rough ordinary
differential equations. For our present purpose, we hope that our omission of
further parameters α1, α2 simplifies the readability of our proof and we defer the
discussion of potentially rich ramifications of the theory of general parameters to
the future. We refer to [10] for a discussion of a degenerate trilinear variant of (1).
While [26] establishes a sharp range of exponents for the variation norm Carleson
operator, we do not prove that the range of exponents of Theorem 1.1 is sharp,
though this range is clearly dictated by our method of proof. Part of our ambition
was to obtain a sufficiently large range of exponents to allow for instances of
Corollary 1.2, for example a point p1 “ p2 “ 2 and 2 ă r ă 3. By the Ho¨lder
inequality, the simpler version of Tr where the the bilinear Hilbert symbol 1ξ1ăξ2 is
replaced by 1 is controlled by a product of two variation norm Carleson operators,
where the new variation-norm exponents s and t satisfy 2{r “ 1{s ` 1{t. In
order to apply the known estimates (from [26]) to these variation-norm Carleson
operators, we need p1 ą s1 and p2 ą t1 and which clearly leads to the constraint
p3 ą r1{2. We also need s, t ą 2 which together with the relation 2{r “ 1{t` 1{s
leads to t1, s1 ą maxp1, 2r{p3r´4qq and from there we then obtain the lower bound
constraints for p1, p2.
It is not hard to see that for r ě 4 the range (3) becomes the classical range
for the bilinear Hilbert transform (and in particular independent of r). Since
variation-norm operators with larger exponents are smaller, we may assume with-
out loss of generality that 2 ă r ă 4 in the rest of the paper.
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2. Outline of the proof
By dualization and monotone convergence, we cound find measurable functions
K : RÑ Z`, N0pxq ď N1pxq ď . . . , and d0pxq, d1pxq, . . . such that
(i)
ř
jě0 |dj|r{pr´2q ” 1;
(ii) for every x, if j ą Kpxq then djpxq “ 0 and Njpxq “ Nj´1pxq; and
(iii) for every x P R we have |Trpf1, f2qpxq| À Brpf1, f2qpxq, where
Brpf1, f2qpxq :“
Kÿ
j“1
dj
ĳ
Nj´1ăξ1ăξ2ăNj
ź
j“1,2
pfjpξjqeixξjdξ1dξ2 .
Thus, it suffices to prove the desired estimate Br, provided that the implicit con-
stants depend only on r and p1, p2, p3. We will fix K, pNjq, and pdjq in the rest of
the paper. By monotone convergence, we may assume that K, Nj are bounded.
For any M ă N we will decompose 1Măξ1ăξ2ăN into three components:
mCCpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q `mBCpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q `mLMpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q
‚ mBC captures the singularity along the line segment from pM,Mq to pN,Nq,
‚ mCC captures the singularity along the other two edges of the triangle, and
‚ mLM is an error term that has two singularities at pM,Mq and pN,Nq.
Construction of these symbols are detailed in Section 3 using a hybrid of the argu-
ments in [26] and [21]. Applying this decomposition for pM,Nq “ pNj´1, Njq and
using the triangle inequality, it follows that Br is controlled by three corresponding
bilinear operators. Via standard arguments (detailed in the Appendices), each of
these three operators is in turn controlled by a bounded sum of discrete opera-
tors, which will be described in Section 4. To prove boundedness of the discrete
model operators in the desired Lp ranges, we will use the new Lp theory for outer
measures introduced in [6]. It turns out that analogues (for outer measure spaces)
of classical singular integral operators arise naturally in our proof, and they are
effective tools to handle nested levels of time-frequency analysis. In order to study
these operators, we adapted an argument in [6] to prove a Marcinkiewicz interpo-
lation theorem (see Lemma 5.1) for (quasi)sublinear maps between outer measure
spaces, which generalizes a simpler interpolation result in [6].
2.1. Notational conventions. By a (standard) dyadic interval we mean rn2k, pn`
1q2kq for some n, k P Z. For any a P r0, 1q, by an a-shifted dyadic interval we mean
an interval of the form 2kprn, n` 1q ` p´1qkaq.
For any interval I we denote its midpoint by cpIq, its left children by I´ and its
right children by I`. For any positive C, the C-enlargement of I is defined to be
the C-dilation of I from its center and will be denoted by CI. Enlargements of
cubes are defined similarly. We will define rχIpxq “ p1` |x´cpIq||I| q´2.
For any set A Ă R, we define DyA :“ t2yξ : ξ P Au the dilation of A relative to
the origin. For any number α and any interval I, let I ` α :“ tx` α : x P Iu.
We say that A À B if there is an absolute constant C P p0,8q such that
|A| ď C|B|. If C depends on t1, t2, . . . we will say that A Àt1,t2,... B. (We
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sometimes suppress some subscripts if the dependence is not important for the
relevant discussion.)
If J is an interval we define MJf “ supIĄJ |I|´1
ş
I
|fpxq|dx for every function f .
We will use the following normalizations for inner product and Fourier transforms:
〈f, g〉 :“
ż
R
fpxqgpxqdx , pfpξq :“ p2piq´1{2 ż
R
fpxqe´ixξdx .
3. Decomposition of the triangular symbol
In this section, we will construct mCC and mBC (mLM is defined using (6)).
3.1. Construction of mCC.
3.1.1. Decomposition of 1MăξăN . Below we adapt a decomposition in [26]. We
partition pM,Nq into maximal dyadic intervals I such that
distpI, tM,Nuq ě L1|I| .
Let H “ HpM,Nq denote the set of these dyadic intervals. It is clear that the
length of two neighboring elements of H differs by a factor of 2k where k is integer
in r´1, 1s, therefore we may denote the lengths of the left and right neighbors of
I P H by upIq|I| and vpIq|I| where upIq, vpIq P t1
2
, 1, 2u and these two numbers
are completely determined from the following details:
‚ the unique m P Z` such that M P I ´ pm` 1q|I|;
‚ the unique n P Z` such that N P I ` pn` 1q|I|;
‚ whether I is the left or right children of its dyadic parent.
Let A denote the set of eligible pside,m, nq for I P H, where side P tleft, rightu.
For any α P A, let IM,Npαq be the set of corresponding dyadic intervals.
Given any 1{2 ă c ă 5{8 by elementary arguments we could construct smooth
functions φu,v indexed by pu, vq P t12 , 1, 2u2, all supported in r´c, cs, such that
1pM,Nqpξq “
ÿ
IPHpM,Nq
φupIq,vpIqpξ ´ cpIq|I| q .
We will write φα,Ipξq :“ φu,vp ξ´cpIq|I| q if the details of I match with α, thus
1pM,Nqpξq “
ÿ
αPA
ÿ
IPIM,N pαq
φα,Ipξq .(6)
Note that the sum in the right converges absolutely pointwise: every term is
nonegative, and at every ξ there are only finitely many nonzero terms in the sum.
3.1.2. Definition of mCC. Intuitively, mCCpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q is a smooth restriction of
1Măξ1ăξ2ăN to
(7)
!
pξ1, ξ2q P rM,N s2 : minp|ξ1 ´M |, |ξ2 ´N |q ď |ξ1 ´ ξ2|{200
)
,
which will be denoted by R1pM,Nq. For a more precise statement, see Lemma A.4.
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To motivate, note that using (6) we obtain for any pξ1, ξ2q P R1
1Măξ1ăξ2ăN “ 1Măξ1ăN1Măξ2ăN
“
ÿ
α,βPA
ÿ
IPIM,N pαq
ÿ
JPIM,N pβq
φα,Ipξ1qφβ,Jpξ2q(8)
and we will construct mCC by removing terms supported far from R1 in the sum.
Specifically, let
A1 “ tmα ď nα{4u , A3 “ tmα ě 4nαu , A2 “ A´ A1 ´ A3 ,
which are subsets of A. As we will see, A2 is a finite set.
Definition 3.1. Define
mCCpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q :“
5ÿ
k“1
mCC,kpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q
where mCC,j are sub-sums of the right hand side of (8) under some extra con-
straints. We will always have I P IM,Npαq and J P IM,Npβq and the summands
are always φα,Ipξ1qφβ,Jpξ2q, and the following table details the extra contraints:
Symbols Conditions on α Conditions on β Extra conditions on I,J
mCC,1 α P A1 β P A1 |I| ď |J |{16
mCC,2 α P A1 β P A2 |I| ď |J |{16
mCC,3 α P A1 β P A3 None
mCC,4 α P A2 β P A3 |I| ě 16|J |
mCC,5 α P A3 β P A3 |I| ě 16|J |
3.2. Construction of mBC. In this section, we construct the mBC symbol, which
may be viewed as a smooth restriction of χMăξ1ăξ2ăN to a neighborhood ofR2pM,Nq,
which consists of all M ă ξ1, ξ2 ă N such that
(9) |ξ1 ´ ξ2| ă minp|ξ1 ` ξ2 ´M |, |ξ1 ` ξ2 ´N |q
100
For a more precise statement, see Lemma A.5.
To motivate the construction, we first note that if pξ1, ξ2q P R2 then
χMăξ1ăξ2ăN “ χξ1ăξ2χMăξ1`ξ2ăN .
We will construct mBC by writing the product in the right hand side of the last
display as a sum of products of wave packets (using a suitable decomposition for
each factor), and then removing from this sum essentially those terms that are
supported far from R2.
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3.2.1. Decomposition of χξ1ăξ2. We largely follow [14] (see also [28, 19]).
Shifted cubes: For any b “ pb1, . . . , bnq P r0, 1qn we say that S “ S1ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSn is
a b-shifted dyadic cube if Sj is a bj-shifted dyadic interval, and |S1| “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ |Sn|.
In this paper, unless otherwise specified, the coordinates of underlying shifts are
assumed to be in t0, 1
3
, 2
3
u.
Whitney decomposition: For each b P t0, 1
3
, 2
3
u2 consider the collection Sb of all
maximal b-shifted squares S1 ˆ S2 satisfying
(i) distpS1 ˆ S2, `q ě L2|S1|, here ` is the line tξ1 “ ξ2u.
It is clear that for such square it holds that
(10) L2|S1| ď distpS1 ˆ S2, `q ď p2L2 ` 1q|S1| .
Using a partition of unity argument, we may write
χξ1ăξ2 “
ÿ
b
ÿ
S1ˆS2PSb
φS1ˆS2pξ1, ξ2q
where tφS1ˆS2u is a family of nonnegative C8 bump functions, such that φS1ˆS2
is supported inside 4
5
S1 ˆ 45S2. Note that if pξ1, ξ2q P S then ξ1 ` ξ2 P S1 ` S2.
Note that S1 ` S2 can be generously covered by 6 intervals of the form p3{4qIj,
1 ď j ď 4, where Ij are shifted dyadic intervals having the same length as |S1|.
Using partitions of unity, we may find nonnegative smooth functions φ3,Ij with
support inside p4{5qIj, such that for every ξ P S1`S2 it holds that 1 “ řj φ3,Ijpξq.
We obtain
χξ1ăξ2 “
ÿ
SPS
φS1ˆS2pξ1, ξ2qφ3,S3pξ1 ` ξ2q
where S denote the collection of cubes S1 ˆ S2 ˆ S3 formed using S1 ˆ S2 P ŤSb
and S3 are the covering intervals Ij’s discussed above. Note that every element of
S is a shifted dyadic cube, where the underlying shifts are elements of t0, 1
3
, 2
3
u3.
Expanding φS1ˆS2pξ1, ξ2q into bilinear Fourier series, we obtain
(11) χξ1ăξ2pξ1, ξ2q “
ÿ
kPZ2
ak
ÿ
SPS
φ1,S,kpξ1qφ2,S,kpξ2qφ3,S,kpξ1 ` ξ2q ,
here pakq is a rapidly decaying sequence and φi,S,k’s are Cd-bump functions uni-
formly adapted to S P S, and φi,S,k is supported inside 56Si. (In fact φ3,S,k ” φ3,S3
is independent of k, but we prefer to use φ3,S,k for later convenience of notation.)
Als, d is a fixed finite constant, but could be chosen arbitrarily large.
3.2.2. Definition of mBC. For convenience, let `pSq “ |S1| “ |S2| “ |S3| de-
note the side length of S. Using (6) and (11), it follows that we may write
χξ1ăξ2pξ1, ξ2qχMăξ1`ξ2ăN as
(12) “
ÿ
k,α,S,I
akφα,Ipξ1 ` ξ2qφ3,S,kpξ1 ` ξ2q
2ź
j“1
φj,S,kpξjq .
Here the summation is over all k P Z2, α P A, S P S, and I P IM,Npαq.
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Definition 3.2. Define
mBCpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q :“
ÿ
k,α,S,I
`pSqď|I|
akφα,Ipξ1 ` ξ2
2
qφ3,S,kpξ1 ` ξ2q
2ź
j“1
φj,S,kpξjq
4. The model operators
4.1. Tiles and wave packets. A (standard) tile P “ IP ˆ ωP is a rectangle of
area 1, where the spatial interval IP is a standard dyadic interval and the frequency
interval ωP is a standard dyadic interval. We will also use shifted tiles, where IP
is still standard dyadic but ωP is a shifted dyadic interval.
Let P be a tile collection. For 1 ď p ď 8 we say that the collection of functions
tφP , P P Pu is a Lp-normalized wave packet collection if pφP Ă p5{4qωP , and
dn
dxn
´
e´icpωP qxφP pxq
¯
Àn 1|IP |n`1{p p1`
|x´ cpIP q|
|IP | q
´n
uniformly over P P P, for all n ě 0. If the estimate holds only for 0 ď n ď n0
then we say that the collection is of order n0.
4.2. Multi-tiles. We say Q “ pQ1, . . . , Qmq is an m-tile if the tiles Q1, . . . , Qm
share the same spatial interval, denoted by IQ. The cube ωQ :“ ωQ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ωQm
is called the frequency cube of Q.
Definition 4.1 (Sparse). A collection Q of m-tiles is sparse relative to a constant
C0 if the following hold: for any Q,R P Q with |IR|{C0 ď |IQ| ď |IR| we must
have |IQ| “ |IP |, and furthermore either ωQ “ ωR or C0ωQ X C0ωR “ H.
Definition 4.2 (Rank-1). A collection Q of m-tiles is of rank 1 relative to C1 ě 1
if the following holds for any Q,R P Q:
‚ If there exists j such that ωQj “ ωRj then ωQ “ ωR.‚ For every j0 P t1, . . . ,mu, if 5ωQj0 Ă 5ωRj0 then 5C1ωQ Ă 5C1ωR. If
furthermore |IR| ă |IQ| then 5ωQj X 5ωRj “ H for every j ‰ j0.
4.3. Rigid triples of intervals. We say that tpIlower, I, Iupperq, I P Iu is a rigid
collection of interval triples if there are integers L1 ă m,n À L1 such that one of
the following situations happens:
(i) For every I P I we have Ilower “ I ´m|I| and Iupper “ I ` n|I|.
(ii) For every I P I we have Ilower “ I´m|I| and Iupper “ rcpIq`pn´1{2q|I|,8q.
(iii) For every I P I we have Ilower “ p´8, cpIq ´ pm ´ 1{2q|I|q and Iupper “
I ` n|I|.
We say that two collections have the same structure if the same situation (i.e. (i)
or (ii) or (iii)) holds for both, with possibly different pairs pm,nq.
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4.4. Description of the model operators. To bound Tr, we will show that it
suffices to bound the following four types of operators: TCˆC (product of Carleson
operators), TCC (paraproduct of Carleson operators), TBC (composition of bilinear
Hilbert transform and Carleson operators), TLM (variational bi-linear Carleson
operators). We will define these operators shortly. For convenience of notation,
in the following we denoterφ1,P,jpxq “ φ1,P pxq1Nj´1pxqPω1,P,lower1NjpxqPω1,P,upper(13)
and we define rφ2,P,j, rφ3,P,j, rφ1,Q,j, . . . similarly. As a convention, Ps will denote
tile collections and Qs will denote shifted tri-tile collections, and all underlying
collection of wave packets are L1-normalized. All interval triples will be rigid,
and in type CC we demand that the two underlying rigidity types are the same.
Without loss of generality we assume that all tile and tritiles collections are finite
and sufficiently sparse (all estimates are uniform over these collections), and for
Q we assume that the tri-tiles share the same shift.
TCˆCpf1, f2q “
Kÿ
j“1
dj
´ ÿ
PPP1
|IP | 〈f1, φ1,P 〉 rφ1,P,j¯´ ÿ
PPP2
|IP | 〈f2, φ2,P 〉 rφ2,P,j¯
TCCpf1, f2q “
Kÿ
j“1
dj
ÿ
PPP1
|IP | 〈f1, φ1,P 〉 rφ1,P,j ÿ
P 1PP2|IP 1 |ď|IP |{16
|IP 1 | 〈f2, φ2,P 1〉 rφ2,P 1,j
TBCpf1, f2q “
Kÿ
j“1
dj
ÿ
QPQ
|IQ| 〈f1, φ1,Q〉 〈f2, φ2,Q〉
ÿ
PPP:|IP |ď|IQ|
|IP | 〈φ3,Q, φP 〉 rφP,j
TLMpf1, f2q “
Kÿ
j“1
dj
ÿ
QPQ
|IQ| 〈f1, φ1,Q〉 〈f2, φ2,Q〉φ3,Qpxq1Nj´1,Nj constraints .
The contraints in TLM read as follow:
‚ 2Nj´1 P ω3,Q,lower, 2Nj P ω3,Q,upper,
‚ Nj´1 P ωk,Q,lower and Nj P ωk,Q,upper for each k “ 1, 2.
Furthermore, in TLM Q is not shifted and it satisfies the following rigidity con-
straint: for m2,m3 fixed bounded integers it holds for every Q P Q that
‚ ωQ2 is the translation of ωQ1 by m2|ωQ1 |, and‚ tx{2 : x P ωQ3u is the translation of the left children of ωQ1 by m3|ωQ1 |{2,
4.5. Reduction to model operators. In the Appendix, we will show that
Brpf1, f2q is bounded by a finite average of discrete operators of the above types.
By the Ho¨lder inequality (see also the discussion at the end of the introduction),
the desired bounds for TCˆC follow from known Lp estimates for discrete variation-
norm Carleson operators [26]: in Section 6 we will also deduce these estimates (see
Theorem 6.9) as a byproduct of several generalized Carleson embedding estimates
and the Lp theory for outer measure introduced in [6]. The proof of Theorem 6.9
will also serve as a model for the unfortunately more technical treatments for TCC ,
TBC , and TLM .
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5. Some background on outer measure spaces
We recall several notions from [6], with some simplifications for the setting of
the current paper. An outer measure space pX,S, µq consists of:
(i) A countable set X. Often we will assume X is finite, in that case the
underlying estimates are independent of the size of X.
(ii) An outer measure µ generated using countable coverings from a pre-measure
on a fixed collection E of non-empty subsets of X, which in particular covers X.
(iii) A size S which assigns a number in r0,8s to each pair pf, Eq where f :
X Ñ C Borel measurable and E P E, such that
Spf ` gqpEq À SpfqpEq ` SpgqpEq , SpλfqpEq “ |λ|SpfqpEq ,
and if |f | ď |g| then SpfqpEq ď SpgqpEq for all E P E.
Given an outer measure space, we may define L8 ” L8,8 by
}f}L8pX,S,µq “ outsupXSpfq ” sup
EPE
SpfqpEq ,
and Lp may be defined as follows:
‚ for Borel measurable F Ă X we define outsupFSpfq :“ }f1F }L8pX,S,µq.
‚ for any λ P R let µpSpfq ą λq :“ inftµpF q : outsupXzFSpfq ď λu. Then
}f}Lp,8pX,S,µq “ sup
λą0
λµpSpfq ą λq1{p ,
}f}LppX,S,µq “
´
p
ż 8
0
λp´1µpSpfq ą λqdλ
¯1{p
.
Many standard properties of classical Lp spaces can be proved for outer Lp spaces,
see [6] for details. We summarize several estimates from [6].
Proposition 5.1 (Outer Radon–Nikodym). Assume that }f}L8pX,S,µq ă 8, and
for some Borel measure ν on X it holds for every E P E thatż
E
|f |dν ď C1µpEqSpfqpEq .
Then it holds that (the implicit constant does not depend on }f}L8pX,S,µq)ż
X
|f |dν ÀC1 }f}L1pX,S,µq .
Proposition 5.2 (Outer Ho¨lder). Suppose that Spf1f2qpEq ď śj SjpfjqpEq for
all E P E. Let p1, p2, p3 P p0,8s such that 1{p1 ` 1{p2 “ 1{p3. Then
}f1f2}Lp3 pX,S,µq ď 2
ź
j
}fj}Lpj pX,Sj ,µq .
Proposition 5.3 (Convexity). If p1 ă p ă p2 and 1{p “ α1{p1 ` α2{p2 with
α1, α2 P p0, 1q and α1 ` α2 “ 1, then
}f}LppX,Sµq ď C
ź
j
}f}αj
Lpj,8pX,S,µq .
The following Lemma generalizes [6, Proposition 3.5]. Below pX,S, µq and
pY, S 1, νq are given outer measure spaces.
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Lemma 5.1. Let K be an operator mapping Borel measurable functions on X to
Borel measurable functions on Y , with the following properties:
(i) Scaling invariance: for any λ ě 0, |Kpλfq| “ |λKpfq|;
(ii) Quasi sublinear: |Kpf ` gq| ď C|Kpfq| ` C|Kpgq|;
(iii) Bounded from LpjpX,S, µq to Lqj ,8pY, S 1, νq, i.e. }Kf}Lqj ,8 ďMj}f}Lpj .
Let p0 ă p1 and q0 ă q1 such that 0 ă pj ď qj ď 8. For θ P p0, 1q assume that
1
p
“ θ
p1
` 1´ θ
p0
,
1
q
“ θ
q1
` 1´ θ
q0
.
Then K maps LppX,S, µq into LqpY, S 1, νq with norm controlled by M1´θ0 M θ1 .
Proof. By scaling invariance, we may assume M0 “M1 “M “ 1. Let
α :“ pq
p
q 1{q0 ´ 1{q1
1{p0 ´ 1{p1
Case I: q1 ă 8. It follows that p1 ă 8 since pj ď qj. Without loss of generality,
assume that }f}LppX,S,µq “ 1.
For each λ ą 0, by definition there exists a set U such that Spf1Ucq ď λα and
µpUq ď 2µpSpfq ą λαq. Let fλ,l “ f1U andfλ,s “ f1Uc . Here s stands for small
and l stands for large.
Since fλ,l is supported on U and |fλ,l| ď |f | and monotonicity of size, we have
}fλ,l}p0Lp0 pX,S,µq À
´ ż λα
0
`
ż 8
λα
¯
tp0´1µpSpfλ,lq ą tqdt
À λp0αµpSpfq ą λαq `
ż 8
λα
tp0´1µpSpfq ą tqdt .
Using }f}Lp “ 1, it follows in particular that }fλ,l}Lp0 À λ1´q{q0 , andż 8
0
λpp´p0qα´1}fλ,l}p0Lp0 pX,S,µqdλ À
ż 8
0
βp´1µpSpfq ą βqdβ À 1 .
For }fλ,s}p1 , using Spfλ,sq ď λα and monotonicity of size we similarly obtain
}fλ,s}Lp1 pX,S,µq À p
ż λα
0
tp1´1µpSpfq ą tqdtq1{p1 À λ1´q{q1 ,
ż 8
0
λpp´p1qα´1}fλ,s}p1Lp1 pX,S,µqdλ À
ż 8
0
βp´1µpSpfq ą βqdβ À 1 .
Since q0 ě p0 and q1 ě p1, using quasi linearity and scaling invariance and the
given assumption on bounds for K at the endpoints, it follows that
νpS 1pKpfqq ą λq À λ´q0}fλ,l}q0Lp0 pX,S,µq ` λ´q1}fλ,s}q1Lp1 pX,S,µq
À λpp´p0qα´q}fλ,l}p0Lp0 pX,S,µq ` λpp´p1qα´q}fλ,s}p1Lp1 pX,S,µq ,
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here we have used the definition of α. It follows that
}Kf}qLqpY,S1,νq À
ż 8
0
λq´1νpS 1pKpfqq ą λqdλ
À
ż 8
0
λpp´p0qα´1}fλ,l}p0Lp0 pX,S,µqdλ`
ż 8
0
λpp´p1qα´1}fλ,s}p1Lp1 pX,S,µqdλ À 1 .
Case I: q1 “ 8. As before, we decompose f “ fλ,l ` fλ,s where Spfλ,sq ď cλα
for c ą 0 small (chosen later), and fλ,l is supported in a set U such that µpUq ď
2µpSpfq ą cλαq. Since M1 “ 1, by choosing c ą 0 sufficiently small we obtain
νpS 1pKfq ą λq ď νpS 1pKfλ,lq Á λαq. The rest of the proof is similar. l
The following Lemma is a multilinear extension of Lemma 5.1. Below pX,S, µq
and pXj, Sj, µjq are outer measure spaces, j “ 1, . . . , n. Let 0 ă sj ă tj ď 8, j “
1, . . . , n. Let A be the n-dimensional rectangle tpx1, . . . , xnq : 1{tj ď xj ď 1{sju.
Lemma 5.2. Let K maps measurable function pf1, . . . , fnq on X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Xn to
measurable functions on X. Assume that K has the following properties:
(i) Scaling invariance: for any λ ě 0 and 1 ď j ď n,
|Kp. . . λfj . . . q| “ |λKp. . . fj . . . q|
(ii) Quasi sublinear: for any 1 ď j ď n
|Kpf1, . . . fj ` gj . . . , fnq| ď C|Kpf1, . . . fj . . . , fnq| ` C|Kpf1, . . . gj . . . fnq|
(iii) For every pp, p1, . . . , pnq such that 1{p “ 1{p1`¨ ¨ ¨`1{pn and p1{p1, . . . , 1{pnq
is one of the vertices of A it holds that
}Kf}Lp,8 Àp,p1,...,pn
ź
}fj}Lpj
Then for every pp, p1, . . . , pnq such that 1{p “ ř 1{pj and p1{p1, . . . , 1{pnq is in
the interior of A it holds that
}Kf}Lp Àp,p1,...,pn
ź
}fj}Lpj .
Proof. For simplicity we will show the proof for n “ 2, the general case is similar.
Let p1{p1, 1{p2q be in the interior of A and fj P Lpj for j “ 1, 2, and assume
1{p “ 1{p1`1{p2. We normalize }fj}pj “ 1 and we will show that }Kpf1, f2q}p À 1.
Case 1: t1, t2 ă 8.
For every λ ą 0 consider the decomposition fj “ fj,λ,s ` fj,λ,l where fj,λ,l is
the restriction of fj to a some Uj Ă Xj chosen such that Sjpfj1Ucj q ď λ and
µjpUjq ď 2µjpSjpfjq ą λq. From the proof of Lemma 5.1, using pj ă tj we haveż 8
0
λpj´tj´1}fj,λ,s}tjtjdλ À }fj}pjpj “ 1 ,ż 8
0
λpj´tj´1}fj,λ,l}tjtjdλ À }fj}pjpj “ 1
Now, given λ ą 0 we will decompose Kpf1, f2q by decomposing f1 “ f1,α1,s`f1,α1,l
and similarly f2 “ f2,α2,s`f2,α2,l with α1 “ λp{p1 and α2 “ λp{p2 (clearly α1α2 “ λ).
This leads to a decomposition of Kpf1, f2q into four terms, and we will estimate
each of them using the known weaktype estimate at one suitable vertex of A. We
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show below the treatment for Kpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sq, for which we will use the vertexpt1, t2q. Letting t denote t1t2{pt1 ` t2q, it follows thatż 8
0
λp´1µpSpKpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sqq ą λqdλ À
ż 8
0
λp´t´1
ź
j“1,2
}fj,αj ,s}t1t2{pt1`t2qtj dλ
pclassical Ho¨lderq À
ź
j“1,2
´ ż 8
0
λp´tj´1}fj,αj ,s}tjtjdλ
¯t3´j{pt1`t2q
pusing λp´1dλ “ Cαpj´1j dαjq “ C
ź
j“1,2
´ ż 8
0
α
pj´tj´1
j }fj,αj ,s}tjtjdαj
¯t3´j{pt1`t2q
À
ź
j“1,2
}fj}pjt3´j{pt1`t2qpj À 1 .
The other terms (in the decomposition for Kpf1, f2q could be treated similarly,
thus by quasilinearity of size it follows immediately that
}Kpf1, f2q}LppX,S,µq “ pp
ż 8
0
λp´1µpSpKpf1, f2qq ą λqdλq1{p À 1 .
Case 2: Exactly one of t1, t2 is 8.
Without loss of generality assume that t1 ă t2 “ 8. In this case we still carry
out the same decompositions as before. The two terms that does not involve
f2,α2,s could betreated as before. For Kpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sq using the assumed weak-
type estimate at pt1, t2 “ 8q we have
µpSpKpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sqq ą cλq À λ´t1p}f1,α1,s}t1}f2,α2,s}8qt1
À αt12 λ´t1}f1,α1,s}t1t1 “ α´t11 }f1,α1,s}t1t1 ,
ż 8
0
λp´1µpSpKpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sqq ą cλqdλ À
ż 8
0
αp1´t1´11 }f1,α1,s}t1t1dα1 À 1 .
The term Kpf1,α1,l, f2,α2,sq could be treated similarly.
Case 2: t1 “ t2 “ 8.
In this case we modify the decompositions slightly so that Sjpfj,αj ,sq ď cαj for
both j “ 1, 2, where c ą 0 is sufficiently small. It follows from the assumed
weak-type estimate at pt1, t2q “ p8,8q that
}Kpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sq}8 À Opc2α1α2q “ Opc2λq
therefore by choosing c sufficiently small we obtain, for some C ą 0 large,
νpS 1pKpf1, f2qq ą λq ď νpS 1pKpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,sqq ą λ{Cq `
` νpS 1pKpf1,α1,l, f2,α2,sqq ą λ{Cq `
` νpS 1pKpf1,α1,s, f2,α2,lqq ą λ{Cq .
The three terms on the right hand side could be treated as before. l
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6. Generalized Carleson embeddings and outer Lp estimates for
discrete variation-norm Carlerson operators
Let tφP , P P Xu be L1-normalized Fourier wave packets where P is finite sparse,
such that supppφP Ă p5{4qωP , and tpωP,lower, ωP , ωP,upperq, P P Pu is rigid. For
simplicity we assume that ωP,upper is finite and ωP,lower is a half line (the other set-
tings could be handled similarly). For technical convenience, assume that 1000ωP
is strictly between ωP,lower and ωP,upper for every P P P.
Let f be a Schwarz function on R, and αj : RÑ r0,8s, and define
T1fpP q :“ 〈f, φP 〉 , T2fpP q :“
〈
f,
ÿ
1ďjďK
dj rφP,j1|IP |ďαjpxq
〉
,
where rφP,j is defined by (13).
In this section, we consider embedding estimates for T1 and T2 from L
ppRq
to outer measure spaces on P. Following [6] we will refer to these estimates as
generalized Carleson embeddings.
6.1. Outer measure spaces. For every P P P, let ĂωP be the convex hull of 50ωP
and 50ωP,upper.
Generating subsets: A nonempty E Ă P is a generating set (i.e. E P E) if there
exists a dyadic interval IE and ξE P R such that for every P P E we have
IP Ă IE , pξE ´ 1
2|IE| , ξE `
1
2|IE| q Ă ĂωP
We say that E is lacunary if furthermore ξE P 50ωP,upper for every P P E, and E
is overlapping if ξE P rωP z50ωP,upper for every P P E.
Outer measure: The outer measure µ will be generated from µpEq “ inf řj |IEj |,
infimum taken over all countable coverings of E by generating sets.
Size: For any 0 ă t ă 8 and any generating set E Ă P, let St be the size
StpfqpEq “ sup
SĂE
´ 1
|IS|
ÿ
PPS
|fpP q|t|IP |
¯1{t
.
If the supremum is taken over only lacunary subsets S, we call St,lac the corre-
sponding size, and define St,overlap similarly. When t “ 8 the three sizes agree
S8,lacpfqpEq “ S8,overlappfqpEq “ S8pfqpEq “ sup
PPE
|fpP q| .
It is clear that St and St,lac and St,overlap are decreasing functions of t.
Strongly disjointness: Let pEmq be lacunary. We say they are strongly disjoint
if for any m ‰ n:
‚ If P1 P Em and P2 P En such that 10ωP1 X 10ωP2 ‰ H and |IP1 | ď |IP2 |
then IP1 X IEn “ H. (In particular IP1 X IP2 “ H.)
The following estimate follows from a standard argument, see e.g. [26] or [14].
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Proposition 6.1. Let pEmq be strongly disjoint lacunary and P1 “ ŤEm. Then
}
ÿ
PPP1
|IP |fpP qφP }L2pRq À p
ÿ
PPP1
|IP ||fpP q|2q1{2 ` sup
PPP1
|fpP q|p
ÿ
m
|IEm |q1{2 .
6.2. Embeddings for T1. The following is a discrete version of [6, Theorem 5.1]
and its L2,8 endpoint is also reformulation of the well-known size lemma in [14].
Theorem 6.1. For any 2 ă p ď 8 it holds that }T1f}LppP,S2,lac,µq À }f}LppRq, and
the weak-type estimate holds at p “ 2.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume }f}LppRq “ 1. The endpoint p “ 8 is a
consequent of Lemma 6.3, so by interpolation it suffices to consider the weak-type
estimate at p “ 2.
Fix any λ ą 0. We will show that there exists P1 Ă P such that µpP1q À λ2 and
}T1f}L8pPzP1,S2,lac,µq ď λ. Without loss of generality assume that }T1f}L8 ą 2λ.
We define P1 “ Ťi Fi where Fi are selected as follows:
(i) If there is E Ă P lacunary with ` 1|IE | řPPE |T1pP q|2|IP |˘1{2 ą λ, we select
one such E1 with smallest possible ξE.
(ii) Let F1 “ tP P P : pξE1 ´ 12|IE1 | , ξE1 `
1
2|IE1 |q P rωP , IP Ă IE1u.
We remove F1 from P and repeat the above argument and select Em, Fm, m “
2, 3, . . . . Since P is finite the process will stop, and by geometry and sparseness
of P it is clear that pEmqiě1 is strongly disjoint. Let P1 “ ŤEm. It follows that
λ2
ÿ
m
|IEm | À
ÿ
PPP1
|IP || 〈f, φP 〉 |2
À }
ÿ
PPP1
|IP | 〈f, φP 〉φP }2 (Cauchy-Schwarz, }f}2 “ 1)
À p
ÿ
m
|IEm |q1{2}T1f}L8pP,S2,lac,µq (using Lemma 6.1)
À λp
ÿ
m
|IEm |q1{2 (since }T1f}L8 ă 2λ).
It follows that λ2µpP1q ď λ2řm |IEm | À 1, as desired. l
For any g consider the following tile maximal average
MNpP, fq :“ sup
PPP
1
|IP |
ż rχNIP f .(14)
The following Lemmas are reformulation of standard estimates, see e.g. [20].
Lemma 6.2. It holds that
}T1f}L8pP,S2,lac,µq À sup
EĂP lacunary
1
|IE|}p
ÿ
PPE
|T1fpP q|21IP q1{2}L1,8 .
By Calderon–Zygmund theory, for every lacunary generating set E it holds that
}p
ÿ
PPE
|T1fpP q|21IP q1{2}L1,8 ÀN }rχNIEf}1
Consequently, Lemma 6.3 implies the following standard corollary:
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Lemma 6.3. It holds that
}T1f}L8pP,S2,lac,µq À MN`4pP, fq À sup
PPP
inf
xPIP
MIP prχNIP fqpxq .
When P is a generating set, we have the following standard estimates, part (i)
is a reformulation of [25, Proposition 3.4]. For convenience, we will sketch a proof.
Lemma 6.4. (i) Suppose that E is a generating set. Then for every 1 ă p ď 8
}T1f}LppE,S2,lac,µq Àp,N }f rχNIE}p ,
and the weak-type endpoint p “ 1 holds.
(ii) If E is lacunary then for every 1 ă p ă 8
}
ÿ
PPE
|IP |T1fpP qφP }LppRq Àp }T1f}LppE,S2,lac,µq .
Proof. (i) For any F Ă E by Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.2 we have:
}T1f}L8pF,S2,lac,µq ď CN sup
SĂF lacunary
inf
xPIS
Mpf rχNIEqpxq ,
thus the endpoint p “ 8 follows. By interpolation it suffices to consider the
weak-type endpoint at p “ 1. Fix λ ą 0. We select a sequence of generat-
ing subsets S1, S2, . . . of E as follows. If there exists J Ă IE dyadic such that
infxPJMpf rχNIEqpxq ą λ{CN we choose a maximal J , and let S1 “ tP P E : IP Ă Ju
and remove S1 from E, then repeat the above selection algorithm. Since E is fi-
nite the algorithm will stop and we obtain our sequence S1, S2, . . . , Sk. Clearly on
E ´ S1´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ Sk we have S2,lacpT1fq ď λ. Now, ISj ’s are pairwise disjoint and Sj
are generating sets, therefore
λµp
ď
j
Sjq À λ|tMpf rχNIEq ą CNλu| À }f rχNIE}1 .
(ii) Let g P Lp1 , by outer Radon-Nikodym/Ho¨lder we have〈ÿ
PPE
|IP |T1fpP qφP , g
〉
À }T1f}LppE,S2,lac,µq}T1g}Lp1 pE,S2,lac,µq
Àp }T1f}LppE,S2,lac,µq}g}Lp1 pRq
thanks to part (i). The desired estimate follows from duality. l
6.3. Embeddings for T2. The following Theorem generalizes the variation-norm
density lemma in [26], which in turn generalizes the density lemma in [14].
Theorem 6.5. Assume that s ‰ 2, and let q “ minp2, s1q, s1 “ s{ps´ 1q.
For any p P ps,8s it holds that
}T2f}LppP,S1,overlap`Sq1,lac,µq À MNpP, 1supppfqq1{p
1}fp
ÿ
j
|dj|sq1{s}p ,
and the weak-type estimate holds at p “ s.
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By interpolation, it suffices to consider the L8 estimate and the weaktype es-
timate at p “ s. (Note that we could fix G “ supppfq and invoke interpolation
theorems for the linear map T2 from functions on G to outer measure spaces, the
factor MNpP, 1Gq1{p1 should be thought of as an estimate for the norm of T2.)
The proof strategy will involve three Lemmas: Lemma 6.7 and Lemma 6.8 will
be used to handle the L8 endpoint, and Lemma 6.6 will be used to handle the
weak type estimate at p “ 2.
For convenience of notation, for each P let P denote the following completion
P “ tR : DP1, P2 P P with IP1 Ă IR Ă 30IP2 , rωR X rωPj ‰ Hu(15)
For convenience of notation, for any measurable sequence pgjq we denote
ms,NpP, pgjqq :“ sup
RPP
1
|IR|
ż rχNIRp ÿ
j:NjPrωR
|gj|sq1{s ,(16)
Clearly, m8,N À ms,N .
Now, the L8 endpoint of Theorem 6.5 follows from Using Lemma 6.7 and
Lemma 6.8, which gives the estimate
}T2f}L8pP,S1,overlap`Sq1,lac,µq À ms,NpP, pfdjqq .
The weaktype estimate at p “ s of Theorem 6.5 follows from the following result.
Lemma 6.6. Let p P rs,8s and assume supppřj |gj|sq1{sq Ă G. For any λ ą 0
there exists P1 Ă P such that
λµpPzP1q1{p ÀN,p,s MNpP, 1Gq1{p1}p
ÿ
j
|gj|sq1{s}LppRq
and ms,NpP, pgjqq ď λ .
Proof. The endpoint p “ 8 is trivial, while the endpint p “ s follows from
ms,NpP, pgjqq ÀMNpP, 1Gq1{s1 sup
RPP
p 1|IR|
ż rχNIR ÿ
j:NjPrωR
|gj|sq1{s
and a variation-norm version of the standard density lemma (see e.g. [26]). The
general case could be obtained by a simple interpolation argument: let A “ tx :
přj |gjpxq|sq1{s ą λ{Cu for C ą 0 large, we use the p “ s and p “ 8 endpoints to
respectively treat gj1A and gj1Ac . We omit the details. l
Lemma 6.7. Assume that s ‰ 2. Let q “ minp2, s1q. Then
}T2f}L8pP,Sq1,lac,µq À ms,NpP, pfdjqq .
Proof. It suffices to show that for every lacunary E and g : E Ñ C it holds thatÿ
PPE
|IP |T2fpP qgpP q À |IE|}g}L8pE,Sq,lac,µqms,NpE, pfdjqq .(17)
Indeed, taking gpP q “ T2fpP q|T2fpP q|q1´2 and applying the above estimate for all
lacunary subsets of P, we obtain an equivalent form of the desired estimate:´
Sq1,lacpT2fqpPq
¯q1 À ´Sq1,lacpT2fqpPq¯q1´1ms,NpP, pfdjqq .
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Below, for brevity we write }g}8 for }g}L8pE,Sq,lac,µq, and ms for ms,N .
For every P and x, it is clear that at most one j will satisfy Nj´1 P ωP,lower and
Nj P ωP,upper. Let dP pxq “ djpxq1|IP |ďαj if such j exists, otherwise dP pxq “ 0. Let
J be the collection of all maximal dyadic J such that 3J does not contain any IP ,
P P E. Clearly, J is a partition of R, so the left hand side of (17) is bounded by
ď
ÿ
JPJ
}
ÿ
PPE
|IP |gpP qφP fdP }L1pJq ď A`B ,(18)
where A denotes the contribution of pJ, P q such that |IP | ď 2|J | and the rest is in
B. Since }rχNIP fdP }1 À |IP |m8,NpE, pfdjqq, we obtain
A À sup
P
|gpP q|m8pE, pfdjqq
ÿ
JPJ
ÿ
P :|IP |ď2|J|
IPĆ3J
|IP | sup
xPJ
rχIEpxq2rχIP pxq2
À sup
P
|gpP q|m8pE, pfdjqq
ÿ
JPJ
sup
xPJ
rχIEpxq2
À |IE| sup
P
|gpP q|m8pE, pfdjqq .
Note that the above estimate remains true when E is overlapping.
We now estimate B i.e. the contribution of pJ, P q with |IP | ě 4|J |.
First, by geometry, such J must be a subset of 3IE. Furthermore, by maximality
there is P1 P E such that IP1 Ă 3pipJq where pipJq is the dyadic parent of J . Let R
be a tile such that pIP1 Y pipJqq Ă IR and |IR| “ 4|J |, and ξE P ωR. We will show
that R P P. To see this, note that for (17) we may assume that IP2 “ IE for some
P2 P E. It follows that IP1 Ă IR Ă 10J Ă 30IP2 ; it is also clear that rωRX rωPj ‰ H
for each j “ 1, 2 since they all contain ξE, thus R P P as claimed.
Now, if P P E such that |IP | ě |IR| “ 4|J |, by sparseness it follows that
ωP,upper Ă rωR. Now, for x P J by Ho¨lder’s inequality we haveÿ
PPE: |IP |ą2|J |
|IP |gpP qφP pxqfpxqdP pxq
À ` ÿ
j:NjPrωR
|fdj|s
˘1{s`ÿ
j
|
ÿ
αjpxqě|IP |ą2|J |
|IP |gpP qrφP,j|s1˘1{s1 .
Since T is lacunary and P is sparse, we can find a sequence of integers Op1q `
log2p|J |q ď m1pxq ď n1pxq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď mKpxq ď nKpxq such that
tαj ě |IP | ą 2|J | : Nj´1 P ωP,lower, Nj P ωP,upperu “ tP P E : 2mj ă |IP | ď 2nju .
(Note that when mj “ nj the set is understood to be empty, one example when
this may happen is when αj is too small or 2|J | is too large relative to the range of
|IP | imposed by the Nj, Nj´1 constraints.) Now, let gEpxq “ řPPE |IP |gpP qφP pxq.
For every x P J we have` ÿ
1ďjďK
|
ÿ
αjě|IP |ą2|J |
|IP |gpP qrφP,j|s1˘1{s1 “ ` ÿ
1ďjďK
|pΠnj ´ ΠmjqgE|s1
˘1{s1
where Πns are Fourier projections onto the relevant frequency scales of E (es-
sentially projecting onto |ξ ´ ξE| À 2´n, thus larger values of n means narrower
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bands). Using m1 ą log2 |J | ` Op1q and Minkowski’s inequality, the last display
is bounded by MJp}ΠkgE}V qk pZqq. It follows that
B À
ÿ
JPJ:JĂ3IE
MJp}ΠkgE}V s1k pZqq}
` ÿ
j:NjPrωR
|fdj|s
˘1{s}L1pJq
À }Mp}ΠkgE}V s1k pZqq}L1p3IEqmspE, pfdjqq .
Since s ‰ 2 we either have s1 ą 2 or s1 ă 2. If s1 ą 2 then by the (continuous)
Le´pingle inequality [15, 1, 9] we obtain
B À |IE|1{2}gE}2mspE, pfdjqq
À |IE|}g}L8pS2,lacqmspE, pfdjqq .
If s1 ă 2 then by the continuous Pisier–Xu inequality (see [5]) we obtain
B À |IE|1{s}p
ÿ
k
|
ÿ
PPE:|IP |“2k
|IP |gpP qφP |s1q1{s1}s1mspE, pfdjqq
À |IE|}g}L8pE,Ss1,lac,µqmspE, pfdjqq . l
Lemma 6.8. If 1 ă q ď 8 then
}T2f}L8pP,S1,overlap,µq À m8,NpP, pfdjqq .
Proof. The proof is entirely similar to the proof of Lemma 6.7, it suffices to show
for any overlapping E the following estimatesÿ
PPE
|IP |T2fpP qgpP q À |IE| sup
P
|gpP q|m8,NpE, pfdjqq .(19)
We define J as before and invoke (18) again, and A could be estimated as be-
fore. To estimate B we use the following observation: since E is overlapping, for
every x there is at most one j and at most one scale of E that contributes toř
|IP |ą2|J | |IP |gpP qφP pxqdP pxq. Let R P E be as before. It follows that
B À
ÿ
JĂ3IE
} sup
j:NjPrωR supαą2|J |
ÿ
PPE: |IP |“α
|gpP q|rχN`4IP djf}L1pJq
À
ÿ
JĂ3IE
} sup
j:NjPrωR |djf |}L1pJq supP |gpP q|
ÀN |IE| sup
P
|gpP q|m8,NpE, pfdjqq . l
6.4. Outer Lp estimates for discrete variation-norm Carleson operators.
Let r ‰ 2 and q “ minp2, rq, and rφP,j’s are defined relative to pNjpxqq and Kpxq.
We consider the variation-norm operator
Vs1pgq “
`ÿ
j
sup
α
|
ÿ
PPP:|IP |ďα
|IP |gpP qrφP,j|r˘1{r
Theorem 6.9. Let F be a subset of R.
(i) For any 1 ă p ă r it holds that
}Vrpgq}LppF q Àp,N MNpP, 1F q1{p}g}LppP,Sq,lac,µq .
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(ii) If r ą 2 then for all p ą r1 it holds that
}VrpT1fq}p À }f}LppRq .
Proof. (i) Let s “ r1. We may find pαjq and pgjq measurable functions with αj ě 0
and
ř
1ďjďK |gj|s “ Op1q such that
Vrpgq À
ÿ
P
|IP |gpP q
ÿ
j
rφP,j1|IP |ďαjpxqgj
Let h P Lp1pRq and T2hpP q “
〈ř
j
rφP,jgj1|IP |ďαjpxq, h1F〉. It suffices to show thatÿ
P
|IP |gpP qT2hpP q Àp,N MNpP, 1F q1{p}g}LppP,Sq,lac,µq}h}Lp1 pRq
Via applications of the classical Ho¨lder inequality it follows that
S1pgT2hq À S2,lacpgqpS2,lac ` S1,overlapqpT2hq .
Thus, using outer Radon-Nykodym and outer Ho¨lder inequalities, we obtainÿ
P
|IP |gpP qT2hpP q À }g}LppP,Sq,lac,µq}T2h}Lp1 pP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq .(20)
Now, using Theorem 6.5 and noticing s1 “ r it follows that
}T2h}Lp1 pP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq À MNpP, 1F q1{p}hp
ÿ
j
|uj|sq1{s}Lp1 pRq
À MNpP, 1F q1{p}h}Lp1 pRq ,
provided that p1 ą s. This completes the proof of part (i).
(ii) Since r ą 2, we obtain q “ 2. We say that a subset is major if it has at
least half of the total measure. By restricted weak type interpolation [22] (see
also Section 7.3.2), it suffices to show that we could find β arbitrarily close to 0
and also arbitrarily close to 1{s such that 〈VrpT1fq, h〉 is of restricted weak type
pβ, 1 ´ βq. That is, there exists j0 P t1, 2u depending only on β such that given
any F1, F2 Ă R with finite positive Lebesgue measures we could find S1 Ă F1 and
S2 Ă F2 both major subsets and furthemore Sj0 “ Fj0 and
〈VrpT1fq, h〉 À |F1|β|F2|1´β if |f | ď 1S1 and |h| ď 1S2 .
To get β near 1{s, we let S1 “ F1 and S2 “ F2zE where E :“ tM1F1 ą
C|F1|{|F2|u and C is large enough, and S2 “ F2. Without loss of generality assume
that 1 ` distpIP ,Ecq|IP | „ 2k provided that we have enough decay in the estimate. By
convexity, for 2 ă p ă s1 it follows from part (i) that
〈Vs1pgq, h〉 À }g}LppP,S2,lac,µqMNpP, 1F2q1{p}h}p1
À }g}1´
2
p
L8pP,S2,lac,µq}g}
2
p
L2,8pP,S2,lac,µqMNpP, 1F2q1{p|F2|1{p
1
À 2´Nkpsup
PPP
sup
xPIP
M1F1pxqq1´
2
p |F1|1{p|F2|1{p1
À 2´kp|F1|{|F2|q1´2{p|F1|1{p|F2|1{p1 “ 2´k|F1|β|F2|1´β ,
where β :“ 1{p1, which is arbitrarily close to 1{s if p is sufficiently close to s1.
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To get β near 0, we let S1 “ F1zE and S2 “ F2 where E :“ tM1F2 ą C|F2|{|F1|u
with C sufficiently large. Similarly we obtain
〈Vs1pgq, h〉 À }g}1´
2
p
L8pP,S2,lac,µq}g}
2
p
L2,8pP,S2,lac,µqMNpP, 1F2q1{p|F2|1{p
1
À 2´Nk|F1|1{pp2k|F2|{|F1|q1{p|F2|1{p1
À 2´k|F2| . l
7. Estimates for BC model operators
Theorem 7.1. Let T be a BC model operator. Then }T }Lq1ˆLq2ÑLq ă 8 for every
1{q “ 1{q1 ` 1{q2 such that 2r3r´4 ă q1, q2 ď 8 and q ą r
1
2
.
For simplicity, we assume that ωP,upper is finite and ωP,lower is a halfline for each
P P P; other situations are either symmetric or could be reduced to this setting.
The outer measure spaces on P are defined as in Section 6.1. Below we discuss
the outer measure spaces on Q, which are similar to the settings on P, thus we
only discuss the needed changes. By further decomposition if necessary, we may
assume that P and Q are very sparse.
For any two tiles R,R1 we say that R ă R1 if IR Ĺ IR1 and 5ωR1 Ă 5ωR.
We say that R ď R1 if R ă R1 or R “ R1. Clearly, ď and ă are transitive.
Generating subsets of Q: A nonempty E Ă Q is a generating set if for some
tritile QE (with the same rigidity) the following holds: for every Q P E there is
j “ jpQq P t1, 2, 3u such that Qj ď QE,j, where Qj and QE,j are the j-tiles of Q
and QE. We denote IE ” IQE and ξE “ cpωQEq.
For any fixed j P t1, 2, 3u, we say that E is j-overlapping if jpQq “ j for every
Q P E. We say that E is j-lacunary if it is k overlapping for some k P t1, 2, 3uztju.
Outer measure on Q: Let σ be generated from σpEq “ inf řj |IEj |, infimum
taken over all countable coverings of E by generating sets.
Size: For every 0 ă t ď 8, we define St just as in the setting for P. If the defining
supremum is taken over all j-lacunary S, we obtain S
rjs
t . Similarly, for S
rj1,j2s
t the
supremum is taken over all S that is both j1 and j2 lacunary, or equivalently k
overlapping where k ‰ j1, j2.
Strongly disjointness: For any j P t1, 2, 3u, a collection pEmq of j-lacunary sets
of tritiles is strongly disjoint if the following holds for any Em, En, m ‰ n:
‚ If Q P Em and R P En such that 3ωQj X 3ωRj ‰ H and |IQ| ď |IR| then
IQ X IEn “ H. (In particular IQ X IR “ H.)
An analogue of Lemma 6.1 also holds in the current setting.
In the rest of this section, for every E Ă Q let PE denote the set of all P P P such
that there exists at least one Q P E with |IP | ď |IQ| and 54ωP X 56ω3,Q ‰ H.
The following observation from [20] will be useful in the proof.
Observation 7.1. Let E be 3-lacunary, then the following holds for every P P PE
and Q P E: if 5
4
ωP X 56ω3,Q ‰ H then |IP | ď |IQ|.
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Proof. Assume the contrary, that is for some P P PE and Q,R P E it holds that
5
4
ωP X 56ω3,Q ‰ H, 54ωP X 56ωR3 ‰ H, and |IR| ě |IP | ě 2|IQ|. It follows that|IR| ě 2|IQ|, therefore using sparseness of Q it is clear that 5ωR3 Ă 5ωQ3 , which
contradicts the fact that E is 3-lacunary and Q is sparse. l
Now, fix a Schwarz function f3 on R. Let ajpQq :“ 〈fj, φj,Q〉 for j “ 1, 2, and
dpP q “
〈
f3, rφP〉 where rφP :“ řj rφP,jdj. Let K and its adjoint be defined by
pKfqpQq :“
ÿ
PPP: |IP |ď|IQ|
|IP |fpP q 〈φP , φ3,Q〉 , Q P Q ,
K˚fpP q :“
ÿ
QPQ: |IP |ď|IQ|
|IQ|fpQq 〈φ3,Q, φP 〉 , P P P .
Now 〈TBCpf1, f2q, f3〉 “ řQPQ |IQ|a1pQqa2pQqpKdqpQq, which will be estimated
using outer measure techniques.
7.1. Outer Lp estimates for K and K˚. Reall that Q has rank 1. The following
two Lemmas are the main estimates of this section.
Lemma 7.2. Let 1 ă q ď 2. For every p P pq1,8q we have
}Kg}LppQ,Sr3s2 ,σq À }g}LppP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq .
Lemma 7.3. Let q P p1, 2s. Then for any 1 ă p ă q we have
}K˚f}LppP,Sq,lac,µq À }f}LppQ,Sr3s2 `Sr1,2s1 ,σq .
We will deduce Lemma 7.2 from Lemma 7.3 using a simple duality argument.
By interpolation it suffices to consider weak-type estimates. Fix λ ą 0 and q1 ă
p ă 8. Without loss of generality assume }Kg}L8pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq ď 2λ. Similar to the
proof of Theorem 6.1, we may select1 a strongly disjoint collection of 3-lacunary
sets pEmq and Q1 containing all Em such that }Kg}L8pQzQ1,Sr3s2 ,σq ď λ and
λ2σpQ1q ÀM :“
ÿ
m
ÿ
QPEm
|IQ||KgpQq|2 .
Now, let fpQq “ KgpQq for Q P ŤmEm and zero elsewhere, we obtain via appli-
cations of the outer Radon–Nikodym/Ho¨lder inequalities
M “
ÿ
QPQ
|IQ|fpQqpKgqpQq “
ÿ
PPP
|IP |pK˚fqpP qgpP q
À }K˚f}Lp1 pP,Sq,lac,µq}g}LppP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq .
Therefore, by Lemma 7.3 we obtain
M À }f}Lp1 pQ,Sr3s2 `Sr1,2s1 ,σq}g}LppP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq .
Note that f is supported on Q2 :“ ŤEm. It is clear that any 3-overlapping subset
of Q2 is essentially an union of spatially disjoint tritiles. Therefore Sr1,2s1 pfq À
S8pfq À Sr3s2 pfq À λ. We obtain
M À λσpQ1q1{p1}g}LppP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq
1For more details see the proof of the L2 case of Lemma 7.4.
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Collecting estimates we obtain the desired weak-type estimate
λσpQ1q1{p À }g}LppP,Sq1,lac`S1,overlap,µq .
In the rest of the section, we prove Lemma 7.3.
Proof of Lemma 7.3. By interpolation, it suffices to prove weak-type estimates for
any fixed p P r1, qq. Without loss of generality, assume }f}LppQ,Sr3s2 `Sr1,2s1 ,σq “ 1.
Fix any λ ą 0. We will show that there exists P1 Ă P such that µpP1q À λp
and }K˚f}L8pPzP1,Sq,lac,µq ď λ. Without loss of generality we may assume that
(21) }K˚f}L8pP,Sq,lac,µq ă 2λ .
The construction of P1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1, and we also obtain
a strongly disjoint collection of lacunary sets pEmqmě1 contained inside P1 with
the following property:
λqµpP1q ď λq
ÿ
m
|IEm | ď
ÿ
PPŤEm
|IP ||pK˚fqpP q|q .
Let hpP q :“ K˚fpP q|K˚fpP q|q´2 for P P P1 and zero elsewhere, and let M be
the last right hand side, which could be rewritten as
M “
ÿ
PPP
|IP |pK˚fqpP qhpP q “
ÿ
QPQ
|IQ|fpQqKphqpQq .
By the classical Ho¨lder inequality we have
S1pfgq À Sr3s2 pfqSr3s2 pgq ` Sr1,2s1 pfqS8pgq À
`
S
r3s
2 ` Sr1,2s1
˘pfqSr3s2 pgq .
Using outer Radon–Nikodym, outer Ho¨lder, the normalization }f}Lp “ 1, we have
M À }f Kh}L1pQ,S1,σq À }Kh}Lp1 pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq .
Using Lemma 7.4 and (21) and the definition for h, it follows that
}Kh}
Lp1 pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq À λ
q{q1p
ÿ
k
|IEk |q1{p1 À λq{q1´q{p1M1{p1 .
Collecting estimates we obtain M1{p À λq{q1´q{p1 , therefore
µpP1q1{p À λ´q{pM1{p À λ´1 . l
Lemma 7.4. Let q P p1, 2s and pEkq be strongly disjoint lacunary in P. Then for
q1 P pq1,8s and every h : P Ñ C that vanishes outside P1 :“ ŤEk it holds that
}Kh}Lq1 pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq À }h}L8pP1,Sq1,lac,µ1qp
ÿ
k
|IEk |q1{q1
and weak type estimates hold at q1 “ q1.
Remark: While Lemma 7.4 is weaker than Lemma 7.2, it will be directly proved
as part of the proof of Lemma 7.3.
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Proof. It suffices to prove the following stronger estimate, which holds for q1 ą 2:
}Kh}Lq1 pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq À p
ÿ
PPP
|IP ||hpP q|q1q1{q1 ` sup
PPP
|hpP q|p
ÿ
k
|IEk |q1{q1 .(22)
Clearly, if q1 ě q1 then the desired conclusion follows from (22).
By interpolation, it suffices to prove weak-type estimates at q1 “ 2 and q1 “ 8.
Since the right hand side of (22) is not technically an Lp norm, we will detail the
interpolation argument. Assume that the weak type estimates hold at q1 “ 2 and
q1 “ 8. Let 2 ă q1 ă 8, for each λ ą 0 we decompose hpP q “ h1pP q ` h2pP q
where h1pP q “ hpP q1|hpP q|ďλ{C and C is sufficiently large but about the size of the
norm for the assumed case q1 “ 8 of (22). Using sublinearity of K, it follows that
σpSr3s2 pKhq ą λq ď σpSr3s2 pTh2q Á λq .
By the assumed L2 case of (22), the last display is bounded above by
À λ´2
´ ÿ
PPP
|IP ||hpP q|21λăC|hpP q| ` sup
P
p|hpP q|21λăC|hpP q|qp
ÿ
k
|IEk |q
¯
“ λ´2
´ ÿ
PPP
|IP ||hpP q|21λăC|hpP q| ` sup
P
|hpP q|21λăC supP |hpP q|p
ÿ
k
|IEk |q
¯
here in the second term we are able to move the sup inside because for any a ě 0
gpxq :“ x1aăx is increasing for x P r0,8q. Now, multiplying both side with λq1´1
and integrate over λ P p0,8q we will obtain the desired estimate. This completes
the interpolation argument.
Case 1: q1 “ 8. By a standard characterization for S2 (see e.g. [20, Lemma
6.4]) it suffices to show that if E Ă Q is 3-lacunary then
(23)
1
|IE|}p
ÿ
QPE
|KhpQq|21IQq1{2}L1,8pRq À sup
PPP
|hpP q| .
Since Q is very sparse, it is clear that for any interval I there is at most one Q P E
such that IQ “ I. This remark will be used implicitly below.
Let PE be defined as in Observation 7.1 and let P
1
E “ P1 XPE. It follows that
KhpQq “ 〈φ3,Q, hE〉 where hEpxq :“ řPPP1E |IP |hpP qφP pxq, for every Q P E. Also,
since pEkq is strongly disjoint lacunary, it is clear that the intervals tIP , P P P1Eu
are pairwise disjoint.
Now, by a standard argument (see e.g. [20, Lemma 6.8]), it follows that
1
|IE|}p
ÿ
QPE
|KhpQq|21IQq1{2}L1,8pRq ÀN
1
|IE|
ż rχIEpxqN |hEpxq|dx .
Decompose P1E “ P1E,1 Y P1E,2 where P1E,1 “ tP P P1E : IP X 3I ‰ Hu. It suffices
to show that for every interval I of the same length as IE it holds for j “ 1, 2 that
Aj :“ 1|I|
ż
I
|
ÿ
PPP1E,j
|IP |hpP qφP pxq|dx À sup
P
|hpP q| .
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For A1, notice first that for every P P P1E,1 we have IP Ă 5I. Since φP is L1-
normalized and tIP , P P P1E,1u are disjoint, we obtain
A1 À 1|I|
ÿ
PPP1E,1
|IP ||hpP q| À sup
PPP
|hpP q| .
To estimate A2, we decompose the summation over P
1
E,2 according to the length
of IP . Recall that tIP : P P P1E,2u are disjoint and disjoint from 3I. The desired
estimate for A2 follows from the following pointwise estimate on I:ÿ
PPP1E,2
|IP ||φP1pxq| À
ÿ
n
ÿ
P :|IP |“2n
p |IP ||I| q
4 À 1 .
Case 2: q1 “ 2. Fix λ ą 0. We need to show existence of Q1 Ă Q such that
λ2σpQ1q À N :“
ÿ
PPP1
|IP ||hpP q|2 ` sup
PPP1
|hpP q|2
ÿ
|IEk |(24)
and }Kh}L8pQzQ1q ď λ. Without loss of generality, assume that }Kh}L8pQq ď 2λ.
Now, we will construct Q1 “ Q11 YQ12 where Q1j is union of a collection Sj of
strongly disjoint j-lacunary sets, to be selected below. We first collect S1 using
the following algorithm:
(i) If there exists G Ă Q is 1-lacunary and p 1|IG|
ř
QPG |IQ||KhpQq|2q1{2 ą λ, we
select one such G1 with smallest possible cpωQGq.
(ii) Remove all Q P Q such that for some j “ 1, 2, 3 we have Qj ď QG1,j.
We repeat the above argument and continue selecting G2, G3, . . . . Since Q is
finite the selection argument will stop. By geometry, pGjq is strongly disjoint. Let
Q11 be the set of all tritiles removed from Q.
We similarly collect S2 a collection of strongly disjoint 2-lacunary sets, the
difference is we maximize cpωQEq in step (i). Without loss of generality, assume
that µpQ1q À µpQ11q, which we will estimate below.
Let kpQq “ KhpQq for Q P Q11 and zero elsewhere, clearly
λ2µpQ1q À λ2µpQ11q À λ2
ÿ
j
|IGj | ÀM ,
M :“
ÿ
QPQ11
|IQ||kpQq|2 “
ÿ
PPP1
ÿ
QPQ11
1|IP |ď|IQ||IQ||IP |kpQqhpP q 〈φP , φ3,Q〉 .
Now, to show (24) for Q11 it suffices to show that
M À N1{2M1{2 .(25)
We first estimate the analogous double sum Mfree where we don’t include the
coupling condition |IP | ď |IQ|. By Cauchy–Schwarz and Lemma 6.1 and the
assumptions }Kh}L8pQ,Sr3s2 ,µq À λ, it follows that
Mfree À }
ÿ
PPP1
|IP |hpP qφP }2}
ÿ
QPQ11
|IQ|kpQqφ3,Q}2 À N1{2M1{2 .
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We now consider the diagonal sum Mdiag where |IP | “ |IQ|. We may further
assume that |IP | ` distpIQ, IP q „ 2n|IQ| provided that there is an extra decaying
factor in the estimate. Note that in order for 〈φP , φ3,Q〉 to be nonzero the frequency
support of φP and φ3,Q must overlap. Thus essentially Q is determined from P
and vice versa. Using | 〈φP , φ3,Q〉 | À 2´n|IP |´1{2|IQ|´1{2 and Cauchy–Schwarz,
Mdiag À 2´np
ÿ
PPP1
|IP ||hpP q|2q1{2p
ÿ
QPQ11
|IQ||kpQq|2q1{2 À 2´nN1{2M1{2 .
Thus, to prove (25) the roles of P1 and Q11 are fairly symmetric. We will assume
below that
ř
m |IGm | ď
ř
k |IEk |, the proof for the other case is entirely similar.
Using Cauchy Schwarz, it suffices to show that for every G P tG1, G2, . . . u we have
MG :“
ÿ
QPG
ÿ
PPP1
1|IP |ď|IQ||IP ||IQ|hpP qkpQq 〈φP , φ3,Q〉
À sup
P
|hpP q|
´
p
ÿ
QPG
|kpQq|2|IQ|q1{2|IG|1{2 ` sup
Q
|kpQq||IG|
¯
.(26)
Now, similar to Observation 7.1, we may write
MG “
ÿ
QPG
|IQ|kpQq 〈hG, φ3,Q〉 , hG :“
ÿ
PPP1G
hpP q|IP |φP ,
and P1G contains all P P P1 such that for some Q P G we have 54ωP X 56ω3,Q ‰ H
and |IP | ď |IQ|. Using strong disjointness, it is clear that the intervals of the
elements of P1G are essentially pairwise disjoint.
We now estimate the contribution of those P P P1G such that IP X 4IG ‰ H.
Clearly we will have IP Ă 6IG. Let hE,0 be the corresponding subsum of hG. By
Cauchy Schwarz and standard Calderon–Zygmund theory, we haveÿ
QPG
|IQ|kpQq 〈hG,0, φ3,Q〉 À p
ÿ
QPG
|IQ||kpQq|2q1{2p
ÿ
PPP1G:IPĂ6IG
|IP ||hpP q|2q1{2
À p
ÿ
QPG
|IQ||kpQq|2q1{2|IG|1{2 sup
P
|hpP q| ,
in the last estimate we used disjointness of the intervals of elements of P1G.
Consider the contribution of other P ’s. Let P1G,k contains all P P P1G such that
IP X 2k`2IG ‰ H but IP X 2k`1IG “ H. Let Λ :“ supQ |kpQq| supP |hpP q|. It
suffices to show that for any Q P G we have
ÿ
PPP1G,k:|IP |ď|IQ|{C
|IQ||IP |kpQqhpP q 〈φP , φ3,Q〉 À 2´kΛp |IQ||IG| q
2|IG|
We decompose φ3,Q “ φ3,Q12kIG ` φ3,Qp1´ 12kIGq. Since kpQqhpQq À Λ and since
IP ’s are essentially pairwise disjoint and contained in 2
k`3IGz2kIG, the left hand
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side of the above display is bounded above by
À Λ
ÿ
P
|IP ||IQ|
´
}φP12kIG}1}φ3,Q}8 ` }φP }1}φ3,Q1Rz2kIG}8
¯
À 2´2kΛ
ÿ
P : |IP |ď|IQ|
|IP ||IQ|
´
p |IP |
2k|IG| q
2 1
|IQ| `
1
|IQ| p
|IQ|
2k|IG| q
2
¯
À 2´2kΛp |IQ||IG| q
2
ÿ
P : IPĂ2k`3IG
|IP | À 2´kΛp |IQ||IG| q
2|IG| . l
7.2. Outer L8 estimate for Kd. When dpP q “
〈
f3, rφP〉, we have
Lemma 7.5. For any  ą 0 we gave
}Kd}L8pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq À,N supQPQp
1
|IQ|
ż rχNIQ |f3|1`q1{p1`q .
Proof. Let E Ă Q be 3-lacunary and define PE as in Observation 7.1. It follows
that KdpQq “ 〈TP˚Ef3, φ3,Q〉 where TP˚E is the adjoint of
TPEf :“
ÿ
j
ÿ
PPPE
|IP | 〈f, φP 〉 rφP,jdj .
Therefore, similar to the L2,8 case of Lemma 7.3, it suffices to show that
1
|I|
ż
I
|pT ˚PEf3qpxq|dx À p
1
|I|
ż rχNI |f3|1`q1{p1`q ,
for every interval I of the same length as IE.
Now, it is clear that PE is an overlapping generating subset of P. It follows
that for any x only one j and one scale of PE would contribute to the defin-
ing summation of TPEf . Thus, TPEf is controlled by the maximal function ofř
PPPE |IP | 〈f, φP 〉φP and so by Calderon–Zygmund theory, TPE is bounded on
LppRq for any 1 ă p ă 8. By duality TP˚E is also bounded on LppRq. Further-
more, we also have〈
T ˚PEg, h
〉 À ÿ
PPPE
1
|IP |
〈|g|, rχNP 〉 〈rχIP pxqN , |h|〉 , N ą 0 ,(27)
from there we obtain a pointwise estimate for TP˚Egpxq which holds for a.e. x.
Decompose f3 “ f317I`f31p7Iqc . By boundedness of TP˚E and Ho¨lder inequality,
the contribution of f317I could be easily controlled. For the contribution of f31p7Iqc ,
let PE,1 “ tP P PE : IP Ă 5Iu, and PE,2 “ PEzPE,1. In PE,1 clearly rχIP À rχI ,
thus using the resulting pointwise estimate resulting from (27) we obtain
T ˚PE,1pf31p7Iqcqpxq À
ÿ
PPPE,1
|IP |´1
〈
|f3|, p |IP ||I| q
2rχNI 〉 rχIP pxq2 À 1|I| 〈|f3|, rχNI 〉 .
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For PE,2 it is clear that rχIP pxqrχIP pyq ď p|x ´ y|{|IP |q´2 À rχIpyq for every x P I
and y P p7Iqc. It follows that
}T ˚PE,2f3}L1pIq À
ż
|f3pyq|rχIpyqN ÿ
P
1
|IP | rχIP pyq2p |IP ||I| q´2}rχ2IP }L1pIqdy
À
ż
|f3pyq|rχIpyqN ÿ
P
rχIP pyq2p |IP ||I| q2dy
À
ż
|f3pyq|rχIpyqNdy . l
7.3. Proof of Theorem 7.1.
7.3.1. The basic range. Let q “ minp2, r{2q “ r{2 P p1, 2q. Let a3 “ Kd. Assume
q1, q2, q3 ě 1 such that ř 1{qj “ 1. By classical Ho¨lder, we obtain
S1pa1a2a3q À Sr1s2 pa1qSr2s2 pa2qSr3s2 pa3q .
Using outer Radon-Nikodym/Ho¨lder inequalities, it follows that
ΛP,Q À
ź
j“1,2,3
}aj}Lqj pQ,Srjs2 ,σq ,(28)
provided that
ř
1{qj “ 1 and q3 ą q1. If q1, q2 ą 2 then via Lemma 7.2 and
Carleson embeddings (Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.5) we obtain ΛP,Q Àśj }fj}qj .
7.3.2. Extending the range. To extend the range, we will use restricted weak-type
interpolation, following [22]. Let α “ pα1, α2, α3q be such that řj αj “ 1 and
αj ě 0. Then we say that a trilinear form Λpf1, f2, f3q satisfies restricted weak-
type estimates with exponents α if the following holds: there exists j0 P t1, 2, 3u
such that for every F1, F2, F3 Ă R finite Lebesgue measures we could find B Ă Fj0
with less than half of the measure, so that |ΛP,Qpf1, f2, f3q| À |F1|α1 |F2|α2 |F3|α3
whenever |fj| ď 1Fj for every j and furthermore |fj0 | ď 1Fj0´B. When exactly one
of the index is negative, say αk ă 0, we say that Λpf1, f2, f3q satisfies restricted
weak-type estimates with exponents α if the previous claim holds with j0 “ k.
From [22], if T pf1, f2q is a bilinear operator such that 〈T pf1, f2q, f3〉 satisfies
restricted weak-type estimates for a finite collection V of triples then
}T pf1, f2q}p3 À }f1}Lp1 pRq}f2}Lp2 pRq
for any triples of exponents 0 ă p1, p2, p3 ď 8 such that p1{p1, 1{p2, 1{p13q is in the
interior of the convex hull of V .
Thus, to show Theorem 7.1, it suffices to show that ΛP,Qpf1, f2, f3q satisfies Let
H Ă tα1 ` α2 ` α3 “ 1u with vertices:
H1p1
2
,´1
2
, 1q , H2p´1
2
,
1
2
, 1q ,
H3p1
2
´ 2
q1
,
1
2
` 1
q1
,
1
q1
q , H4p1
2
,
1
2
` 1
q1
,´ 1
q1
q ,
H5p1
2
` 1
q1
,
1
2
,´ 1
q1
q , H6p1
2
` 1
q1
,
1
2
´ 2
q1
,
1
q1
q .
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Our proof below will be fairly symmetric accross the vertices, so we will show
the claim only for H2 and H3. For any  ą 0 and q1, q2 ą 2, q3 ě q1 ` , it follows
from (28), Carleson embeddings, and convexity that
ΛP,Q À }a1}1´
2
q18 }a2}1´
2
q28 }a3}1´
q1`
q38
ź
j“1,2,3
|Fj|1{qj .(29)
By Lemma 6.3, for j “ 1, 2 we have
}aj}L8pQ,Srjs2 ,σq ÀN supQPQ
1
|IQ|
ż rχIQpxqN |fjpxq|dx .(30)
For }a3}8 we will use Lemma 7.5 and obtain
}a3}L8pQ,Sr3s2 ,σq ÀN supQPQp
1
|IQ|
ż rχIQpxqN |f3pxq|1`dxq 11` .(31)
We now consider neightborhood of H1 and H2. Near these vertices we have
α1 ă 0, so we may choose G1 “ F1zB where B “ Ť3j“2tMp1Fjq ą C|Fj|{|F1|u and
C is large enough to ensure |B| ă |F1|{2.
Without loss of generality assume that 2m ď 1 ` distpIQ, Bcq{|IQ| ă 2m`1 for
some m ě 0 integer, provided that we could obtain extra decaying factors.
From (30) we obtain }a2}L8 À 2m supxPBcM1F2pxq À 2m|F2|{|F1| and similarly
using (31) we have }a3}L8 À p2m|F2|{|F1|q1{p1`q. It follows from (29) that
ΛP,Q À 2´m|F1|α1 |F2|α2 |F3|α3
α1 “ 1
q1
` 2
q2
` q
1 ` 
q3p1` q ´1´
1
1`  , α2 “ 1´
1
q2
, α3 “ 1
1` ´
q1 ` 
q3p1` q `
1
q3
.
Thus, letting p, q1, q3q close to p0, 2, q1q, we can make α arbitrarily close to H3.
Similarly, letting p, q1, q3q close to p0, 2,8q we can make α arbitrarily close to H2.
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1.
8. Estimates for CC model operators
Theorem 8.1. Let T be a CC model operator. Then }T }Lq1ˆLq2ÑLq3 ă 8 for
every 1{q “ 1{q1 ` 1{q2 such that 2r3r´4 ă q1, q2 ă 8 and q3 ą r
1
2
.
For simplicity, we will assume that ωj,P,upper are finite intervals and ωj,P,lower are
halflines for j “ 1, 2; the other cases are either symmetric or could be reduced
to this situation. We will use the same set up for outer measures space in Sec-
tion 6.1 for both P1 and P2. For convenience of notation, let µ1 and µ2 be the
corresponding outer measures.
For every x, P P P1, and P 1 P P2, there is at most one 1 ď j ď Kpxq such that
Nj´1 P ω1,P,lower X ω2,P 1,lower , Nj P ω1,P,upper X ω2,P 1,upper .
Let dP,P 1pxq “ djpxq if such j exists, and zero otherwise; define dP and dP 1 similarly.
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Fix f3 Schwartz on R and let a1pP q “ 〈f1, φ1,P 〉 and a2pP 1q “ 〈f2, φ2,P 1〉, and
KfpP q :“
ÿ
P 1PP2:|IP |ě16|IP 1 |
|IP 1 |fpP 1q 〈φ1,Pφ2,P 1dP,P 1 , f3〉
K˚gpP 1q :“
ÿ
PPP1:|IP |ě16|IP 1 |
|IP |gpP q 〈φ1,Pφ2,P 1dP,P 1 , f3〉 .
Clearly, 〈T pf1, f2q, f3〉 “ řPPP1 |IP |a1pP qpKa2qpP q. To prove Theorem 8.1 we
first establish outer Lp estimates for K.
For convenience of notation, assume that f3 is supported on a fixed set F3. Let
bP pxq :“ f3djTj,|IP |{16f if there exists (a unique) j such that Nj´1 P ω1,P,lower and
Nj P ω1,P,upper, and let bP pxq “ 0 otherwise. Also, define
MNpF3q :“ MNpP1, 1F3q1{p1MNpP2, 1F3q1{p2 .
(Recall the definition of MN from (14).)
8.1. Outer Lp estimates for K. The following Lemma is the main estimate of
the current section, and we will always assume that 1{p1 ` 1{p2 ` 1{p3 “ 1 and
2 ă p1, p2 ă 2r{p4 ´ rq, and 8 ą p3 ą r{pr ´ 2q. All implicit constants may
depend on these exponents.
Lemma 8.2. It holds that
}Kf}Lp11 pP1,S1,overlap`S2,lac,µ1q ÀN MNpF3q}f}Lp2 pP2,S2,lac,µ2q}f3}p3 .
The proof of Lemma 8.2 consists of two parts. The factor MNpF3q should be
thought of an estimate for the norm of K : Lp2pP2qˆLp3pF3q Ñ Lp1pP1q, capturing
the interaction of supppfq (i.e. P2), supppKfq (i.e. P1) and supppf3q. Thus, by
interpolation (Lemma 5.2) it suffices to show the weak-type estimates (note that
the constant MNpF3q could be naturally absorbed inside the (outer)measures on
the right hand side), and we will treat the contribution of S1,overlap in Section 8.1.1
and the contribution of S2,lac in Section 8.1.2.
We first fix some notations. For each j and any f : P2 Ñ C and α ą 0 let
Tj,αpfq “
ÿ
P 1PP2:|IP 1 |ďα
|IP 1 |fpP 1qrφ2,P 1,j , T ˚j f “ sup
α
|Tj,αf | .
For every E Ă P1 let P2pEq contains all P 1 P P2 such that for some P P E we
have |IP 1 | ď |IP |{16 and 54ω1,P1,upper X 54ω2,P 1,upper ‰ H.
8.1.1. The overlapping setting. In this section we prove that
}Kf}Lp11,8pP1,S1,overlap,µ1q ÀN MNpP1, 1F3q
1{p1}f}Lp2 pP2,S2,lac,µ2q}f3}Lp3 pRq .
Using Ho¨lder inequality, it follows from Lemma 8.3 that
}Kf}L8pP1,S1,overlap,µ1q
ÀN MNpP1, 1F3q1{p1 sup
RPP1
p 1|IR|
ż rχNIR ÿ
j:NjPrωR
|f3djT ˚j pfq|p11dxq1{p11
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Therefore, it follows from Lemma 6.6 that
}Kf}Lp11,8pP1,S1,overlap,µ1q ÀN MNpP1, 1F3q
1{p1}f3p
ÿ
1ďjďK
|djT ˚j pfq|p11q1{p11}p1
so using
ř
j |dj|r{pr´2q “ Op1q it follows that
}Kf}Lp11,8pP1,S1,overlap,µ1q À MNpP1, 1F3q
1{p1}f3}p3}p
ÿ
1ďjďK
|T ˚j pfq|sq1{s}Lp2 pF3q ,
where s ą 0 such that 1{p11 ď 1{s ` pr ´ 2q{r. Since 1{p11 “ 1{p2 ` 1{p3 ă
1{p2` pr´ 2q{r, we could choose s such that s ą p2 (which is larger than 2). The
desired estimate now follows from Theorem 6.9.
Lemma 8.3. Uniform over P Ă P1 it holds that
}Kpfq}L8pP,S1,overlap,µ1q ÀN m8,NpP, pf3djT ˚j fqq .
Proof. This follows from a simple adaptation of the proof of Lemma 6.8 and the
fact that for every j and every P we have |Tj,|IP |{16f | ď Tj˚ f . l
8.1.2. The lacunary setting. In this section we prove that
}Kf}Lp11,8pP1,S2,lac,µ1q ÀN MNpF3q}f}Lp2 pP2,S2,lac,µ2q}f3}Lp3 pRq .
Fix λ ą 0. Without loss of generality assume that }Kf}L8pS2,lacq ď 2λ.
Apply a variant of the selection argument in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we may
find A Ă P1 such that }Kf}L8pP1zA,S2,lac,µ1q ď λ and a strongly disjoint collection
of generating subsets pEmq covering A such that
λ2µ1pAq À λ2
ÿ
m
|IEm | À M :“
ÿ
PPEm
|IP ||KfpP q|2 .
Let gpP q “ KfpP q for P P Q1 :“ ŤEm and gpP q “ 0 otherwise. We obtain
M “
ÿ
PPQ1
|IP |KfpP qgpP q “
ÿ
P 1PP2
|IP 1 |fpP 1qpK˚gqpP 1q ,
Using Lemma 8.4 and the assumption that }Kf}L8pQ1,S2,lac,µ1q ď 2λ we obtain
}K˚g}Lp12 pP2,S2,lac`S1,overlap,µ1q ÀN MNpF3qλp
ÿ
m
|IEm |q1{p1}f3}p3 ,
Using outer Radon-Nikodym/Ho¨lder, it follows that
M À }f}Lp2 pP2,S2,lac,µ2q}K˚g}Lp12 pP2,S2,lac`S1,overlap,µ1q
À MNpF3qλ}f}Lp2 pP2,S2,lac,µ2q}f3}p3pλ´2Mq1{p1 ,
from this the desired estimates for M (and hence for µ1pAq) easily follow.
Lemma 8.4. It holds that (with }g}8 “ }g}L8pQ1,S2,lac,µ1q)
}K˚g}Lp12 pP2,S1,overlap`S2,lac,µ2q ÀN MNpF3q}f3}p3}g}8p
ÿ
m
|IEm |q1{p1 .
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Proof. By simple modifications of the argument in Section 8.1.1 together with
Theorem 6.9 part (i), we obtain
}K˚g}Lp12 pP2,S1,overlap,µ2q À MNpP2, 1F3q
1{p2}f3}p3}Vp1pgq1F3}p1
À MNpP1, 1F3q1{p1MNpP2, 1F3q1{p2}f3}p3}g}Lp1 pS2,lacq ,
so it remains to consider the contribution of S2,lac, and by interpolation it suffices
to consider weak-type estimates.
Fix α ą 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that }K˚g}L8pS2,lacq ď 2α.
By a standard argument, we may find B Ă P2 with }K˚g}L8pB,S2,lac,µ2q ď λ and a
collection of strongly disjoint lacunary generating sets pGnq covering B such that
α2µ2pBq À α2
ÿ
n
|IGn | À N :“
ÿ
n
ÿ
P 1PGn
|IP 1 ||K˚gpP 1q|2 .
Let hpP 1q “ K˚gpP 1q for P 1 P Q2 “ ŤGn and let hpP 1q “ 0 otherwise. We obtain
N “
ÿ
PPQ1 , P 1PQ2|IP |ě|IP 1 |{16
|IP ||IP 1 |hpP 1qgpP q 〈φ1,Pφ2,P 1dP,P 1 , f3〉 ,
thus it suffices to show that
N À MNpF3q}f3}p3}h}L8pS2,lacq}g}L8pS2,lacqp
ÿ
m
|IEm |q
1
p1 p
ÿ
n
|IGn |q
1
p2 .
Note that since Q1 and Q2 are unions of strongly disjoint lacunary sets, all
overlapping sets are essentially a collection of spatially disjoint tiles, therefore
S1,overlap À S2,lac in each of them. This observation will be used implicitly below.
We first show that the unconstrained double sum Nfree over P, P
1 (where there
is no constraint between P and P 1) satisfies the desired estimate. Indeed, since
2 ă p1, p2 ă 2r{p3r ´ 4q and 1{p1 ` 1{p2 “ 1 ´ 1{p3 ą 2{r we may find s, t ą 2
such that 2{r “ 1{s` 1{t and t ą p1 and s ą p2. Using Theorem 6.9 we have
Nfree ÀN MNpP1, 1F3q1{p1}g}Lp1 pS2,lacq}p
ÿ
j
|
ÿ
PPQ1
|IP |gpP qrφ2,P 1,jdjf3|t1q1{t1}p11
À MNpP1, 1F3q1{p1}g}Lp1 pS2,lacq}h}Lp2 pS2,lacqMNpP2, 1F3q1{p2}f3}p3 .
We now consider diagonal sums when |IP 1 | “ C|IP | for some fixed C P r2´4, 24s.
The proof below is symmetric in P , P 1, so we will assume C ď 1. We say that
P is linked to P 1 if the corresponding summand is nonzero, clearly that all linked
pairs satisfy ω1,P,upper X ω2,P 1,upper ‰ H. Since these are dyadic intervals and
|ω1,P,upper| ď |ω2,P 1,uppper|, we obtain ω1,P,upper Ă ω2,P 1,upper. Without loss of gener-
ality, assume that for some k it holds that 2k|IP | ď |IP | ` distpIP , IP 1q ă 2k`1|IP |
for all linked pairs, provided that we have sufficient decay in the estimates. It
follows that for each P 1 there is at most Op1q linked P and vice versa, and by
further dividing if necessary we may assume that exactly one P is linked to
exactly one P 1, and let P 1 “ F pP q and P “ F´1pP 1q. It follows that hpP 1q
and cpP, P 1q :“ |IP 1 | 〈φ1,Pφ2,P 1dP,P 1 , f3〉 are functions on P. Using outer Radon–
Nikodym/Ho¨lder and the triangle inequalities, it follows that the corresponding
sum is bounded by
Ndiag,k À }g}Lp1 pQ1,S2,µ1q}h ˝ F }Lp2 pQ1,S2,µ1q}c}Lp3 pQ1,S8,µ1q .
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Now, we note that since Q1 is an union of strongly disjoint lacunary sets, all the
overlapping generating subsets of Q1 has Op1q elements, therefore S2 À S2,lac on
Q1. For any generating set E2 Ă Q2 it is clear that F´1pE2q could be covered by
Op1q generating sets of Q1, whose top intervals are contained in some bounded
enlargement of 2kIE2 . Therefore µ1pF´1pE2qq À 2kµ2pE2q. Conversely, if E1 is a
generating set in Q1 then F pE1q could be generously covered by Op2kq generating
sets in Q2, and the length of the top intervals of these covering sets are comparable
to |IE1 |. Therefore S2,lacph ˝ F qpE1q À 2kS2,lacphqpF pE1qq. Therefore by pull-back
(essentially the same proof as [6, Proposition 3.2]) we obtain
}h ˝ F }Lp2 pQ1,S2,µ1q À 22k}h}Lp2 pQ2,S2,lac,µ2q .
On the other hand, notice that for any P P Q1 we have
cpP, P 1q ÀN 2´Nk 1|IP |
ż
prχIP rχIP 1 qN sup
j:NjPω1,P,upper
|dj||f3|
Therefore using (perhaps a version of) Lemma 6.6, it follows that
}c}Lp3 pQ1,S8,µ1q ÀN 2´Nk sup
RPQ1
p 1|IR|
ż
F3
prχIR rχIR1 qp13Nq1{p13}f3}p3
ÀN 2´NkMNpF3q}f3}p3 ,
here we used p3 ą r{pr ´ 2q. This leads to the desired estimate for Ndiag,k.
Consequently, for the purpose of proving the desired estimates for N the roles
of Q1 and Q2 are symmetric, and we may assume that
MNpQ1, F3qµ1pQ1q ďMNpQ2, F3qµ2pQ2q .
It follows from Lemma 8.5 that
}Kh}Lp11 pQ1,S2,lac,µ1q
À `MNpQ1, F1q1{p1`1{p2µ1pQ1q1{p2 `MNpF3qµ2pQ2q1{p2˘}h}L8pS2,lacq}f3}p3
À MNpF3qµ2pQ2q1{p2}h}L8pS2,lacq}f3}p3 .
Recall that on Q1 and Q2 we have S2 À S2,lac, so using a combination of outer
Radon-Nikodym and outer Ho¨lder inequalities, we obtain
Noffdiag “
ÿ
PPQ1
|IP |gpP qpKhqpP q
À }g}Lp1 pQ1,S2,lac,µ1q}Kh}Lp11 pQ1,S2,lac,µ1q
À MNpF3qµ1pQ1q1{p1µ2pQ2q1{p2}g}L8pS2,lacq}h}L8pS2,lacq}f3}p3
À MNpF3q p
ÿ
m
|IEm |q1{p1p
ÿ
n
|IGn |q1{p2}g}L8pS2,lacq}h}L8pS2,lacq}f3}p3 ,
as desired. l
Lemma 8.5. Let f be supported on Q2. Then
}Kf}Lp11 pQ1,S2,lac,µ1q
À pMNpQ1, F3q1{p13µ1pQ1q1{p2 `MNpF3qµ2pQ2q1{p2q}f}L8pS2,lacq}f3}p3 .
To prove Lemma 8.5, we first show the following estimate for }Kf}8.
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Lemma 8.6. Uniform over P Ă P1, it holds for any s ă 2 and N ą 0 that
}Kf}L8pP,S2,lac,µ1q
Às,N m r
r´2 ,NpP, pf3djqq}f}L8pP2,S2,lac,µ2q `ms,NpP, pf3djT ˚j fqq
Below we deduce Lemma 8.5 from Lemma 8.6. By interpolation, it suffices
to prove weak-type estimates. We may assume }f}L8pQ2,S2,lac,µ2q “ 1 by scaling.
Using Lemma 6.6 for s “ p1, for any λ ą 0 we may find A Ă Q1 such that
mp11,NpQ1zA, pf3djT ˚j fqq ď λ , and
λµ1pAq1{p11 À MNpQ1, 1F3q1{p1}p
ÿ
j
|f3djT ˚j f |p11q1{p11}p11 .
Thus, arguing as in Section 8.1.1 we obtain
λµ1pAq1{p11 À MNpQ1, F3q1{p1MNpP2, F3q1{p2}f}Lp2 pQ2,S2,lac,µ2q}f3}p3
À MNpF3qµ2pQ2q1{p2}f3}p3 .
Since p3 ą r{pr ´ 2q, it follows from Lemma 6.6 that we could find B Ă Q1 with
m r
r´2 pQ1zB, pf3djqq ď λ and
λµ1pBq1{p3 ÀMNpQ1, 1F3q1{p13}f3}p3 .
Clearly we have µ1pBq ď µ1pQ1q, therefore
λµ1pBq1{p11 “ λµ1pBq1{p3µ1pBq1{p2 ÀMNpQ1, 1F3q1{p13}f3}p3µ1pQ1q1{p2 ,
and this completes our proof of Lemma 8.5.
Proof of Lemma 8.6. Let E Ă P be lacunary. Using sparseness of P2, it is clear
that P2pEq is a lacunary subset of P2. Let uj :“ f3djTj˚ f for convenience. Similar
to the proof of Lemma 6.7, it suffices to show that if }g}L8pE,S2,lac,µ1q “ 1 then
1
|IE|
ÿ
PPE
|IP |KfpP qgpP q
Às,N m r
r´2 ,NpP, pf3djqq}f}L8pP2,S2,lac,µ2q `ms,NpP, pujqq .
Let J and bP be defined as usual, we also start withÿ
PPE
|IP |KfpP qgpP q À
ÿ
J
}
ÿ
PPE
|IP |gpP qφ1,P bP }L1pJq ď A`B ,(32)
where A denote the contribution of |IP | ď 2|J | and the rest is in B. Using
|bP pxq| ď supj:NjPω1,P,upper |uj|, it is not hard to see that
A À |IE|m8,NpE, pujqq .
We now estimate B. For convenience, let GEpxq “ řPPE |IP |gpP qφ1,P pxq and
V spgEqpxq :“ sup
K,n0ă¨¨¨ănK
p
Kÿ
j“1
|pΠnj ´ Πnj´1qgEpxq|sq1{s
for 0 ă s ă 8, where Πj denotes a suitable Fourier projection on to the relevant
frequency scale of E (see also proof of Lemma 6.7).
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For each J , let ωJ “ ŤPPE:|IP |ě4|J | ω1,P,upper. As in the proof of Lemma 6.7 there
exists R P P with |IR| « |J |, distpIR, Jq À |J |, and ωJ Ă rωR. By decomposing
Tj,|IP |{16 “ Tj,|J |{4`pTj,|IP |{16´Tj,|J |{4q we obtain the decomposition bP “ `P,J`sP,J ,
and we will estimate the contribution of each term.
Contribution of `P,J : We decompose further `P,J “ `P,J,core ` `P,J,tail by decom-
posing f “ fIE ,core ` fIE ,tail where fIE ,core is the restriction of f to the subset of
P2pEq containing all P 1 with IP 1 Ă 5IE. By the Ho¨lder inequality, we haveÿ
J
}
ÿ
|IP |ě4|J |
|IP |gpP qφ1,P `P,J,core}L1pJq À
ÿ
J
}BJpg, fIE ,coreqp
ÿ
j
|f3dj| rr´2 q r´2r }L1pJq ,
BJpg, fq :“
`ÿ
j
ˇˇ ÿ
P,P 1 constraints
|IP ||IP 1 |gpP qfpP 1qrφ1,P,j rφ2,P 1,j ˇˇr{2˘2{r ,
the constraints in the sum are |IP 1 | ď |IP |{16, |IP | ě 4|J |, |IP 1 | ě |J |{4. Let
FE,core “ řP 1 |IP 1 |fIE ,corepP 1qφ2,P 1 and define FE,tail similarly. Clearly,
BJpg, fIE ,coreqpxq À MJpV r{2pGE, FE,coreqq , (r ą 2 is needed for convexity) ,
where as in [5] we define the bilinear variation-norm V r{2ph1, h2q to be
sup
K:N0ă¨¨¨ăNK
´ Kÿ
k“1
|
ÿ
Nk´1ăiăjďNk
p∆ih1qpr∆jh2q|r{2¯2{r ,
and p∆jqjě0 and pr∆jqjě0 are two suitable families of Littlewood-Paley projections
relative to ξE. By variation-norm estimates for paraproducts [5], it follows thatÿ
J
}
ÿ
|IP |ě4|J |
|IP |φ1,P `P,J,core}L1pJq
À m r
r´2 ,NpE, pf3djqq}MpV r{2pGE, FE,coreqq}L1,8p3IEq
À m r
r´2 ,NpE, pf3djqq}GE}Lp1 pRq}FE,core}LppRq .(33)
By Lemma 6.4 we have }FE,core}LppRq À |IE|1{p}f}L8pP2,S2,lac,µ2q and a similar esti-
mate for }GE}Lp1 pRq, giving the desired estimate for the contribution of `P,J,core.
For contribution of `P,J,tail, notice that for every x P J Ă 3IE it holds that
BJpg, fE,tailqpxq À p
ÿ
j
|
ÿ
P
|IP |gpP qrφ1,P,j|rq1{rpÿ
P 1
|IP 1 ||fIE ,tailpP 1qφ2,P 1 |q
ÀN MJpV rpGEqq sup
P 1:IP 1X4IE“H,|IP 1 |ď|IE |{16
|fpP 1q|rχIP 1 pcpIEqqN`5 .
It follows thatÿ
J
}
ÿ
PPE:|IP |ě4|J |
|IP |gpP qφ1,P `P,J,tail}L1pJq À
À m r
r´2 ,NpE, pf3djqq}MpV rpGEqq}L1,8p3IEq sup
P 1
|fpP 1q|rχIP 1 pcpIEqqN`5 ,(34)
which implies the desired estimate for the contribution of `P,J,tail via the continuous
Le´pingle inequality (see e.g. [1, 9]),.
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Contribution of sP,J : Since |IP | ě 4|J | ě 16|IP 1 |, we could remove the con-
straint |IP 1 | ď |IP |{16 in sP,J . Using the Ho¨lder inequality, it follows thatÿ
J
}
ÿ
PPE:|IP |ě4|J |
|IP |gpP qφ1,P sP,J}L1pJq À
À
ÿ
J
›››pÿ
j
|
ÿ
|IP |ě4|J |
|IP |gpP qrφ1,P,j|s1q1{s1p ÿ
j:NjPωJ
|uj|sq1{s
›››
L1pJq
À
ÿ
J
|J |MJpV s1pGEqqms,NpE, pujqq .
The desired estimate then follows from the continuous Le´pingle inequality. l
8.2. Proof of Theorem 8.1.
8.2.1. The basic range. We first show the range 2 ă q1, q2 ă 2r{p4 ´ rq and 1 ă
q2 ă r{2 of Theorem 8.1. Note that now 2r{p3r ´ 4q ă q11 ă 2 and q13 ą r{pr ´ 2q.
Using outer Radon Nikodym/Ho¨lder inequalities and Lemma 8.2, it follows that
〈TCCpf1, f2q, f3〉 “ ΛP1,P2 :“
ÿ
PPP1
|IP |a1pP qKpa2qpP q
À MNpF3q}a1}Lq1 }a2}Lq2 }f3}Lq13 pRq(35)
where in the above display (and in subsequent displays) the outer norm for aj is
over pPj, S2,lac, µjq and the outer norm for Ka2 is over pP1, S1,overlap ` S2,lac, µ1q.
Thus the desired claim follows from generalized Carleson embeddings and duality,
and the trivial bound MNpF3q À 1.
8.2.2. Extending the range. Let M Ă tα1`α2`α3 “ 1u have the following vertices
M1p3r ´ 4
2r
,
1
2
, ´r ´ 2
r
q , M2p1
2
,
3r ´ 4
2r
, ´r ´ 2
r
q
M3p0, 3r ´ 4
2r
,
4´ r
2r
q , M4p0, 0, 1q , M5p3r ´ 4
2r
, 0,
4´ r
2r
q .
Similar to Section 7.3.2, to show Theorem 8.1 it suffices to prove restricted-weak
type estimates for one α “ pα1, α2, α3q in any neighborhood of any given vertex
of M. Our starting point will be (35), where P1 and P2 are symmetric, thus it
suffices to consider M1,M3,M4. Below let F1, F2, F3 have finite positive Lebesgue
measures. Let C0 ą 0 be a finte large absolute constant such that }Mpfq}1,8 ă
C0
4
}f}1 in the maximal inequality.
In the following, let 2 ă p1, p2 ă 2r{p4´ rq and p3 ą rr´2 with
ř
1{pj “ 1.
Near M1. Let B “ Ťj“1,2tMp1Fjq ą C0|Fj|{|F3|u, clearly |B| ă |F3|{2. Let
G3 “ F3zB. We may assume that for some k1, k2 ě 0 it holds that
2k1 ď 1` distpIP , B
cq
|IP | ă 2
k1`1|IP | , @ P P P1(36)
and similarly 2k2 ď 1` distpIP 1 ,Bcq|IP 1 | ă 2k2`1 for every P 1 P P2, provided that we have
sufficient decay in the estimate. Let |f1| ď 1F1 , |f2| ď 1F2 , and |f3| ď 1F3´B.
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By convexity, it follows from (35) and Carleson embeddings that
ΛP1,P2 À |F3|
1
p3
ź
j“1,2
MNpPj, 1F3zBq
1
pj }aj}
1´ 2
pj8 }aj}
2
pj
2,8
À 2´Npk1`k2q|F1|1´
1
p1 |F2|1´
1
p2 |F3|
1
p3
´p1´ 2
p1
q´p1´ 2
p2
q
thus ΛP1,P2 satisfies restricted weak-type estimate for α “ p1{p11, 1{p12,´1{p3q,
which could be made arbitrarily close to M1.
Near M3. Let B “ tMp1F3q ą C0|F3|{|F1|u, clearly |B| ă |F1|{2. We may
assume that (36) holds for some k1 ě 0, provided that we have sufficient decay in
the estimate. Let |f1| ď 1F1´B and |f2| ď 1F2 and |f3| ď 1F3 , we will show that
ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f3q À |F2|1´
1
p2 |F3|
1
p2(37)
which implies desired estimates by letting p2 close to 2r{p4´ rq.
To show (37), we first use convexity and (35) and Carleson embeddings to obtain
ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f3q À |F3|
1
p3MNpP1, 1F3q
1
p1 }a1}1´
2
p18 }a1}
2
p1
2,8MNpP2, F3q1{p2}a2}p2
À 2´Nk1 |F3|
1
p3 p |F3||F1| q
1
p1 |F1|
1
p1MNpP2, F3q
1
p2 }a2}p2
À 2´Nk1MNpP2, F3q1{p2}a2}p2 |F3|
1
p12 .(38)
It follows in particular that Λpf1, f2, f3q ď 2´Nk1 |F2|1{p2 |F3|1{p12 for any 2 ă p2 ă
2r{p4 ´ rq, which would imply the desired estimate (37) if |F3| ď |F2|. When
|F3| ą |F2| we will carry out essentially another layer of restricted weak-type
interpolation, which we details below. Let rB1 “ F3 X tM1F2 ą C0|F2|{|F3|u,
clearly | rB1| ă |F3|{2. We will show that
ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f31 rBc1q À 2´Nk1 |F2|1´1{p2 |F3|1{p3 .(39)
To show (39), we may assume that for some k2 ě 0 it holds for every P 1 P P2 that
2k2 ď 1` distpIP 1 , rBc1q|IP 1 | ă 2k2`1, provided that we have enough decay in the estimates.
It follows from (38) that
ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f31 rBc1q À 2´Nk1MNpP2, F3 ´ rB1q 1p2 }a2}1´ 2p28 }a2} 2p22,8|F3| 1p12
À 2´Nk12´Nk2p |F2||F3| q
1´ 2
p2 |F2|
1
p2 |F3|
1
p12
À 2´Npk1`k2q|F2|1´
1
p2 |F3|
1
p2
proving (39). Now, if | rB1| ą |F2| then we continue to let rB2 “ rB1 X tM1F2 ą
C0|F2|{| rB1|u and similarly rB3, . . . , rBm such that |F3| ą 2| rB1| ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 2m| rBm| until
| rBm| ď |F2|. (This process has to stop since |F3|{|F2| is finite.) We obtain (here
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for convenience of notation let rB0 ” F3):
ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f3q À |ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f31 rBmq| `
m´1ÿ
j“0
|ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f31 rBj´ rBj`1q|
À 2´Nk1 |F2|
1
p2 | rBm|1´ 1p2 ` m´1ÿ
j“0
2´Nk1 |F2|1´
1
p2 p2´j|F3|q
1
p2
À 2´Nk1 |F2|1´
1
p2 |F3|
1
p2 , as desired.
Near M4. Let B “ tM1F3 ą C0|F3|{|F1|u which satisfies |B| ă |F1|{3. Let
|f1| ď 1F1´B, |f2| ď 1F2 , |f3| ď 1F3 , it suffices to show that
ΛP1,P2pf1, f2, f3q À |F2||F3|1´ ,(40)
for any 0 ă  ď 1{p2. As before, we will assume (36). For any 2 ă p2 ă 2r{p4´ rq
we also have (38), which would imply the desired estimate if |F3| ě |F2|. When
|F3| ă |F2| we will use interpolation. Similar to the analysis near M3, it suffices to
show that if rB1 “ F2 X tM1F3 ą C0|F3|{|F2|u (which satisfies | rB1| ă |F2|{2) then
ΛP1,P2pf1, f21 rBc1 , f3q À 2´Nk1 |F2||F3|1´
and we will again assume that for some k2 ě 0 it holds for every P 1 P P2 that
2k2 ď 1` distpIP 1 , rBc1q|IP 1 | ă 2k2 . Now it follows from (38) that
ΛP1,P2pf1, f21 rBc1 , f3q À 2´Nk1MNpP2, F3q
1
p2 }a2}1´
2
p28 }a2}
2
p2
2,8|F3|
1
p12
À 2´Nk12´Nk2 minp1, |F3||F2| q
1
p2 |F2|
1
p2 |F3|
1
p12
À 2´Npk1`k2q|F2||F3|1´ .
This completes the proof of Theorem 8.1. l
9. Estimates for LM model operators
Theorem 9.1. Let T pf1, f2q be an LM model operator. Then }T }Lq1ˆLq2ÑLq3 ă 8
for all 1{q3 “ 1{q1 ` 1{q2 with q1, q2 ą 2r{p3r ´ 4q and q3 ą r1{2.
Proof. We sketch the proof of this theorem, which is a simple bilinear extension of
the proof of Theorem 6.9. For a tritile Q P Q in the definition of T we let ωQ be
the convex hull of ωQ1 ,ωQ2 , ωQ3 . Let D
´1x “ x{2 the dilation by 1{2 with respect
to the origin, and define ωQ,lower “ ω1,Q,lower X ω2,Q,lower X D´1pω3,Q,lowerq and
define ωQ,upper similarly. Without loss of generality we may assume that ωQ,lower
is a half-line and ωQ,upper is a finite interval for every Q P Q. We now could definerωQ to be the convex hull of 20ωQ and 20ωQ,upper, and from here we may define
generating subsets of Q, and construct outer measure spaces on Q using the usual
outer measure and sizes as in Section 6.1.
Let A denote the collection of intervals J such that for some P1, P2 P Q we have
IP1 Ă J Ă 30IP2 . Let p1, p2 ą 2 and p3 ą r{pr ´ 2q such that
ř
1{pj “ 1; note
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that this implies p1, p2 ă 2r{p4 ´ rq. By routine applications of outer measure
techniques and embedding theorems in Section 6, we obtain
〈T pf1, f2q, f3〉 ÀN |F3|
1
p3 sup
JPA
MJp1supppf3qrχNJ q1´ 1p3 ź
j“1,2
|Fj|
1
pj sup
JPA
MJpfjrχNJ q1´ 2pj .
Using similar arguments as in previous sections, it follows that restricted weak-
type estimates holds for at least one pα1, α2, α3q in any neighborhood of any of
the following points, which then implies the theorem (below βr :“ p3r ´ 4q{p2rq):
H1pβr,´βr, 1q , H2p´βr, βr, 1q , H3p1{2, βr, 1{2´βrq , H4pβr, 1{2, 1{2´βrq . l
Appendix A. Reduction to discrete operators
We will show below that the (variation-norm) bilinear Fourier operators with
symbols mCC , mCˆC , mBC , mCC are controlled by the respective discrete opera-
tors.
Recall that A is the set of all admissible triple pside,m, nq in H. It is clear that
‚ If α P A then L1 ď minpmα, nαq ď 2L1.
‚ If k ą 2L1 then pleft, 2L1, kq and pright, k, 2L1q are not in A.
Let Dleft, Dright be the sets of left and and right-sided dyadic intervals. By def-
inition, if α “ pside,m, nq then IM,Npαq consists of I P Dside with M P Ilower,α :“
I ´ pm` 1q|I| and N P Iupper,α :“ I ` pn` 1q|I|.
A.1. Discretization of mCC. We will discuss the discretization for mCC,1, the
discretization for other mCC,j are similar. We first make several observations
regarding the decomposition of 1MăξăN in Section 3.1.1.
Lemma A.1 (Observation 1). If I P Ipside,m, nq and ξ P 5
4
I then
(41) m{p4nq ă |ξ ´M |{|ξ ´N | ă 4m{n .
Proof. This follows from pm´ 1{8q|I| ď |ξ ´M |, |ξ ´N | ď pm` 2` 1{8q|I|. l
Lemma A.2 (Observation 2). Let I P Ipside,m, nq with n ě 4m. Assume that
J P Ipside1,m1, n1q and sup J ă inf I. Then n1{m1 ą n{m.
Similarly, if m ě 4n and J is on the right of I then m1{n1 ą m{n.
Proof. Assume n ě 4m, the other case is symmetric. Without loss of generality
we may assume that J is adjacent to I. Since n ą m, it follows that |J | “ |I| or
|J | “ |I|{2. In the first case the desired estimate is trivial, and in the second case
we have m1 ď 2m and n1 ě 2n` 2, which also implies the desired estimate. l
As a corollary of Lemma A.2, it follows that the intervals in A2 are strictly in
between the elements of A1 and the elements of A3.
The next observation concerns cancellation when summing bump functions φα
over the set of α P A such that I P IM,Npαq, where M,N, I are fixed.
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Lemma A.3 (Observation 3). (i) Given any C ě 4 we can find OpL1q many
tuples paj, bj, uj, vjq P Z2 ˆ t1{2, 1, 2u2, with L1 ` 1 ď aj, bj À L1, such that the
following holds for every left dyadic interval I and every M ă N :ÿ
αPA: mαěCnα
φαpξq1IPIM,N pαq “
ÿ
j
φuj ,vjpξq1MăcpIq´paj´1{2q|I|1NPI`bj |I| .
Furthermore, an analogous statement also holds for right dyadic intervals.
(ii) A similar statement also holds for
ř
mαďnα{C.
Remark: the key idea here is that the left hand sides in the above equalities
involve infinitely many terms, while the right hand sides contain only OpL1q terms.
Proof. Let I´ and I` be the left and right neighbors of I in H. Below we only
consider the
ř
mαěCnα , the other sum could be handled similarly.
Since C ě 4 we have mα ě 4L1, while 2L1 ě nα ě L1. Our key observation is
the fact that: in the sum, the ratios upIq “ |I´|{|I| and vpIq “ |I`|{|I| depends
only on sideα and nα. In other words, knowing the side of I and knowing nα
(only a finite number of possible values) we could determine φαpξq ” φupIq,vpIqpξq
completely and thus we have the freedom to sum the indicator constraints on M ,
1MPI´pm`1q|I , over m ě Cnα. The following table details this observation
side of I values of nα Corresponding values of pupIq, vpIqq
left L1 p2, 12q
left L1 ă nα ď 2L1 p2, 1q
right L1 p1, 12q
right L1 ă n ă 2L1 p2, 1q
(note that if I is right-sided then nα ă 2L1 by definition of A). l
A.1.1. Discretization for mCC,1: Using Lemma A.3, we may decompose mCC,1 intoÿ
|I|ď|J |{16
φIpξ1qϕJpξ2q1MăcpIq´a1|I|,NPI`b1|I|1MăcpJq´a2|J |,NPJ`b2|J |
in the sum I and J belong to fixed collection of dyadic intervals, φI , ϕJ are given
bump functions supported in p5{4qI and p5{4qJ , and L1 ď a1, b1, a2, b2 À L1.
It follows from a standard Fourier sampling argument that we can decomposeż ż
eixpξ1`ξ2qφIpξ1qϕJpξ2q pf1pξ1q pf2pξ2qdξ1dξ2
into finitely many wavelet sumsÿ
P,P 1 tiles: ωP“I, ωP 1“J
|IP ||IP 1 | 〈f1, φ1,P 〉 〈f2, φ2,P 1〉φ1,P pxqφ2,P 1pxq ,
where φ1,P , φ2,P 1 are L
1-normalized wave functions adapted to the tiles P , P 1.
Thus the resulting bilinear operator for mCC,1 is controlled by a finite sum over
CC discrete operators.
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A.2. Discretization of mBC. For convenience let ξ3 “ ´ξ1 ´ ξ2 below. Thanks
to fast decay of ak, it suffices to consider the contribution of one fixed k. In other
words, it suffices to consider symbols
rmBC “ ÿ
αPA
ÿ
`pSqď|I|
φ1,Spξ1qφ2,Spξ2qφ3,Sp´ξ3qφα,Ip´ξ3q1t2MPIlower,αu 1t2NPIupper,αu
in the sum S is in a fixed collection of shifted dyadic cubes with the property (10),
and I is in a fixed collection of dyadic intervals, and φj,S are uniformly C
n bump
functions supported in 5
6
Si, where n could be chosen arbitrarily large.
For any I, S, α P A, and any Schwarz f1, f2, f3, we haveż ż ż
eixpξ1`ξ2qφ3,Spξ1 ` ξ2qφα,Ipξ1 ` ξ2q
` 2ź
j“1
φj,Spξjq pfjpξjqdξ1dξ2˘f3pxqdx
“
ż ż ż
ξ1`ξ2`ξ3“0
φα,Ip´ξ3qφ3,Sp´ξ3q pf3pξ3q´ 2ź
j“1
pfjpξjqφj,Spξjq¯dξ1dξ2dξ3
“ C
ż ´
f3 ˚yφ3,S ˚yφα,I¯p2yq 2ź
j“1
´
fj ˚}φj,S¯pyqdy
“ C
ÿ
mPZ
ż 1
0
1
`pSq
´
f3 ˚yφ3,S ˚yφα,I¯p2pt´mq
`pSq q
2ź
j“1
´
fj ˚}φj,S¯pt´m
`pSq qdt
“ C
ż 1
0
ÿ
QPQt,S
|IQ|
〈
f3 ˚yφα,I , φ3,Q〉 2ź
j“1
〈fj, φj,Q〉 dt , where
‚ for each t P r0, 1q, Qt,S is the collection of all tritiles Q “ pQ1, Q2, Q3q with
Q1 “ IQ ˆ S1 , Q2 “ IQ ˆ S2 , Q3 “ IQ ˆ S3 ,
and IQ is a shifted dyadic interval of length `pSq´1 (with t-dependent shift);
‚ for any Q P Qt,S and for each j “ 1, 2, 3, define φj,Qpxq :“ }φj,Spx ´ cpIQqq
which are L1-normalized wave packets adapted to Qj “ IQ ˆ Sj (with
frequency support in 5
6
Sj).
Recall that for every S P S the distance between S1 and S2 is comparable to
L2|`pSq| „ L1|`pSq| (due to the Whitney condition (10)). Clearly, the collection
Qt will be of rank 1 (with uniform constants over 0 ď t ď 1) if L1 is sufficiently
large.
Now, for any b3-shifted dyadic interval I, by a Fourier sampling argument pf3 ˚yψα,Iqpxq equals a sum over finitely many terms of the form řPPPI 〈f3, φP〉φP pxq,
where PI is the collection of all rectangles P “ JˆI formed using standard dyadic
intervals J of length |I|´1, and tφP , P P PIu is a collection of Fourier wave packets
adapted to P P PI with suppppφJˆIq Ă 54I).
It follows that, modulo a multiple by some absolute constant,ż ` ż ż
eixpξ1`ξ2q rmBC pf1pξ1q pf2pξ2qdξ1dξ2˘ f3pxqdx
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can be decomposed into finitely many terms of the following form:ż 1
0
ÿ
QPQt
|IQ| 〈f1, φ1,Q〉 〈f2, φ2,Q〉
〈Cpf3q, φ3,Q〉 dt , where
Cpf3qpxq :“
ÿ
α,I
ÿ
PPPI
1t2MPIlower,αu1t2NPIupper,αu
〈
f3, φP
〉
φP pxq ,
and Qt :“ ŤSPSQt,S. Let P be the union of PI over I P D. Using Lemma A.3,
we can write Cpf3qpxq as a sum over finitely many terms of the form
˘
ÿ
PPP
|IP |
〈
f3, φP
〉
φP pxq1t2MPωP,loweru1t2NPωP,upperu
where tpωP,lower, ωP , ωP,upperq, P P Pu is rigid. Thus to bound the resulting bilinear
operator for mBC , it suffices to estimate discrete model BC operators.
A.3. Discretization of mLM . In Lemma A.4 and Lemma A.5 we will show that
the supports of mCC and mBC are inside tM ď ξ1 ď ξ2 ď Nu and they do not
intersect except at possibly pξ1, ξ2q “ pM,Mq and pN,Nq. It will follow that
(42) mLM “ pχMăξ1ăξ2ăN ´mCCqpχMăξ1ăξ2ăN ´mBCq ,
which will be used in subsection A.3.3 to reduce the bilinear multiplier operator
with symbol mLM to LM model operators.
A.3.1. Support of mCC. It will follow from Lemma A.4 below that mCC “ 1 on
R1 (defined in (7)), and mCC is supported inside the following enlargement of R1:
R11 :“
!
pξ1, ξ2q P rM,N s2 : minp|ξ1 ´M |, |ξ2 ´N |q ď 1
3
|ξ1 ´ ξ2|
)
.
Note that R1 Ă R11, and R11 Ă tM ď ξ1 ă ξ2 ď Nu.
Lemma A.4. (i) If a summand in (8) is non-zero for some pξ1, ξ2q P R1, then
this summand must appear in one of mCC,k, 1 ď k ď 5.
(ii) All summands of mCC,k are supported in R
1
1.
Proof. (i) Suppose that for some α, β and I P Ipαq and J P Ipβq and pξ1, ξ2q P R1
we have φα,Ipξ1qφβ,Jpξ2q ‰ 0.
Without loss of generality we may assume that pα, βq R A1 ˆ A3, so α R A1 or
β R A3. By symmetry, we may assume that β R A3.
We first show that α P A1. Since β R A3, it follows from Lemma A.1 that
|ξ2 ´M | ď 16|ξ2 ´N |, therefore
|ξ2 ´N | ě |M ´N |{15 ě |ξ1 ´ ξ2|{15 .
Since pξ1, ξ2q P R1, it follows from the definition of R1 that
(43) |ξ1 ´M | ď |ξ1 ´ ξ2|{200 ď |M ´N |{200 .
It follows that |ξ1 ´M | ď |ξ1 ´N |{199. Using Lemma A.1 again, it follows that
mα{nα ď 4|ξ1 ´M |{|ξ1 ´N | ă 1{4
thus α P A1 as claimed above.
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It remains to show that |I| ă |J |{16. As a corollary of the condition α P A1
and β R A3, we have mβ ď 4nβ ď 8L1, while clearly mα ě L1. Using ξ1 P 54I and
ξj P 54J and (43) it follows that
|I|
|J | ď
|ξ1 ´M |{pmα ´ 1{8q
|ξ2 ´M |{pmβ ` 9{8q ď
11|ξ1 ´M |
|ξ2 ´M | ă
1
16
.
This completes the proof of claim (i).
(ii) Without loss of generality we may assume that α P A1.
By the definition of mCC,j’s we have |I| ď |J |{16. It suffices to show that
p5{4qI ˆ p5{4qJ Ă R11 .
To see this, take any pξ1, ξ2q P 54I ˆ 54J .
Since α P A1 implies that mα “ minpmα, nαq ď 2L1, while clearly mβ ě L1 ě 1.
It follows that |ξ1 ´M |
|ξ2 ´M | ď
|I|pmα ` 9{8q
|J |pmβ ´ 1{8q ď
1
4
.
Thus |ξ1 ´M | ď |ξ1 ´ ξ2|{3, as desired. l
A.3.2. Support of mBC. Consider the following enlargement of R2 (defined in (9)):
R12 :“
!
pξ1, ξ2q : |ξ1 ´ ξ2| ď 1
2
min
`|1
2
pξ1 ` ξ2q ´M |, |1
2
pξ1 ` ξ2q ´N |
˘)
Lemma A.5. Let mBC be defined by Definition 3.2. Then:
(i) mBC is supported inside R
1
2.
(ii) Any summand of (12) whose support intersects R2 must appear in mBC.
Proof. (i) Take any pξ1, ξ2q in the support of mBC , then for some S P S and
I P I2M,2Npαq, α P A, such that `pSq ď |I| we have
φ1,S,kpξ1qφ2,S,kpξ2qφ3,S,kpξ1 ` ξ2qφα,Ipξ1 ` ξ2q ‰ 0 .
It follows that pξ1, ξ2q P 56S1 ˆ 56S2, therefore using (10) we obtain
|ξ1 ´ ξ2| “
?
2distppξ1, ξ2q, tξ1 “ ξ1uq ă 5L2`pSq .
On the other hand, since ξ1 ` ξ2 P 54I and mα, nα ě L1, we have
min
`|1
2
pξ1 ` ξ2q ´M |, |1
2
pξ1 ` ξ2q ´N |
˘ ě 1
2
pL1 ´ 1{8q|I| .
Since `pSq ď |I| and since L2 “ L1{40, it is not hard to check that pξ1, ξ2q satisfies
the defining property of R12.
(ii) Suppose that pξ1, ξ2q P R2 such that
φ1,S,kpξ1qφ2,S,kpξ2qφ3,Q,kpξ1 ` ξ2qφα,Ipξ1 ` ξ2q ‰ 0 .
We will show that `pSq ď |I|.
First, using pξ1, ξ2q P R2 and using ξ1 ` ξ2 P p5{4qI, it follows that
|ξ1 ´ ξ2| ď 1
100
min
`|1
2
pξ1 ` ξ2q ´M |, |1
2
pξ1 ` ξ2q ´N |
˘
ď 1
100
p2L1 ` 1{8q|I| .
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Since pξ1, ξ2q P p4{5qS1 ˆ p4{5qS2, it follows that
|ξ1 ´ ξ2| “
?
2distppξ1, ξ2q, tξ1 “ ξ2uq ě
?
2L2`pSq .
Collectin estimates and using L2 “ L1{40, it is clear that `pSq ď |I|, thus the
corresponding summand is part of mBC . l
A.3.3. Reduction to discrete TLM , part I: decomposition into simpler trilinear sym-
bols. Recall that Dt is the dilation DtA :“ t2tx : x P Au.
Lemma A.6. mLM can be decomposed into finitely many symbols of the formÿ
α,β,γ
ÿ
IPD1
ÿ
JPD2
ÿ
LPD3
1tconstraints on I,J,Lu φ1,Ipξ1qφ2,Jpξ2qφ3,Lp´ξ1 ´ ξ2q ˆ
ˆ 1tMPIlower,α,NPIupper,αu ˆ 1tMPJlower,α,NPJupper,αu ˆ 1t2MPLlower,α,2NPLupper,αu ,
‚ D1, D2, D3 are three fixed collections of dyadic intervals;
‚ φ1,I , φ2,J , φ3,L are Cn-bump functions adapted to these intervals, with sup-
port in 5
4
I, 5
4
J , 5
4
L; and n could be chosen arbitrarily large
‚ the constraints on I, J, L read as follows: the length I, J, L are comparable,
and the distance between I, J,D´1L are Op|I|q.
Note that the dependence on M and N are only in the last three factors of the
summands. To prove Lemma A.6, we analyze the factors in the factorization (42).
Part I: First factor. Using Lemma A.4, it follows that
χMăξ1ăξ2ăN ´mCC “ χξ1ăξ2pχMăξ1,ξ2ăN ´mCCq
“ χξ1ăξ2
ÿ
α,βPA
ÿ
pI,JqPIpαqˆIpβq, constraints
φα,Ipξ1qφβ,Jpξ2q ,(44)
the constraints on pI, Jq P Ipαq ˆ Ipβq read as follows:
‚ If α R A1 and β R A3 then there are no constraints.
‚ If α P A1 and β P A3 then no I,J are allowed.
‚ If α P A1 and β R A3 then one requires |I| ą |J |{16.
‚ If α R A1 and β P A3 then one requires |J | ą |I|{16.
Recall that H is the union of Ipαq over α P A. We will show that
Lemma A.7. Assume that pI, Jq P Ipαq ˆ Ipβq contributes to the right hand side
of (44). Then (i) |I| „ |J | and (ii) if ξ1 ă ξ2 and φα,Ipξ1qφβ,Jpξ2q ‰ 0 then
distppξ1, ξ2q, tpM,Mq, pN,Nquq „ L1|I| .
Proof. (i) Without loss of generality we may assume that the ratio of the lengths
of I and J is not in t1, 1
2
, 2u. As the lengths of adjacent intervals in I differ by a
ratio of 1 or 2 or 1{2, it follows that I ‰ J and they are not adjacent.
Now, we show that sup I ď inf J . Assume towards a contradiction that sup J ď
inf I. Since there is at least one interval in H between I and J and since the
lengths of adjacents intervals in H differ by a factor in t1{2, 1, 2u, it follows that
inf 5
4
I ą sup 5
4
J . Consequently, p5{4qI ˆ p5{4qJ X tpξ1, ξ2q : ξ1 ă ξ2u “ H,
contradicting the fact that pI, Jq contributes to (44).
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Now, if α, β P A2 then clearly |I| and |J | are comparable to |M ´ N |{L1, so
they are comparable. Therefore we may assume that either α R A2 or β R A2.
We will show that
either α P A1 or β P A3 .
Note that from the constraints we must have pα, βq R A1 ˆ A3 (otherwise there
won’t be any pI, Jq), thus the above two properties can not hold simultaneously.
Assume towards a contradiction that α R A1 and β R A3. Since α R A2 or β R A2,
it follows that α P A3 or β P A1.
‚ If α P A3 then using Lemma A.2 and sup I ď inf J it follows that
mβ{nβ ą mα{nα ě 4 ,
thus β P A3, contradict to the above assumption.
‚ If β P A1 then nα{mα ě nβ{mβ ě 4 and thus α P A1, contradiction again.
Below, without loss of generality assume that α P A1. Thus β P A1 or A2.
If β P A1 then since J is on the right of I we easily have |I| ď |J |, while
|J | ă |I|16 by the above constraints. Thus |I| „ |J |.
If β P A2, then since ŤγPA2 Ipγq has Op1q elements of comparable lengths, |J |
is comparable to |I0| the length of the right most interval inside ŤγPA1 Ipγq. Note
that either I “ I0 or I is on the left of I0, thus |I| ď |J0|. Combining with the
constraint |J | ă 16|I|, we obtain |J | „ |I|.
(ii) Let α, β P A such that I P Ipαq and J P Ipβq. It is clear that
distppξ1, ξ2q, tpM,Mq, pN,Nquq
„ minp|ξ1 ´M | ` |ξ2 ´M |, |ξ1 ´N | ` |ξ2 ´N |q .
If pα, βq P pA1 Y A2q2 then using |I| „ |J we obtain
minp|ξ1 ´M | ` |ξ2 ´M |, |ξ1 ´N | ` |ξ2 ´N |q
„ |ξ1 ´M | ` |ξ2 ´M | „ L1|I| .
Similarly, if pα, βq P pA2 Y A3q2 then the desired claim follows. Since pα, βq R
A1ˆA3 (by the constraints), the remaining case is pα, βq P A3ˆA1, however this
can’t happen either since I is on the left of J . l
Part II: The second factor. For convenience of notation, let ξ3 :“ ´ξ1´ξ2. Thanks
to Lemma A.5, we may write
χMăξ1ăξ2ăN ´mBC “ χMăξ1,ξ2ăNpχξ1ăξ2χ2Măξ1`ξ2ă2N ´mBCq
“ χMăξ1,ξ2ăN
ÿ
k,α
ak
ÿ
SPS
ÿ
`pSqě2|L|
LPI´2N,´2M pαq
φα,Lp´ξ3qφ3,S,kp´ξ3q
3ź
j“1
φj,S,kpξjq .(45)
Lemma A.8. Suppose that pS, Lq P pS, I2M,2Npαqq and contributes to the right
hand side of (45). Then (i) `pSq „ |L| and (ii) if pξ1, ξ2q P pM,Nq2 is in the
support of the corresponding summand then
distppξ1, ξ2q, tpM,Mq, pN,Nquq „ L1`pSq .
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Proof. (i) Note that |L| ď `pSq{2 by definition, thus it remains to show `pSq “
Op|L|q. Without loss of generality, assume that |L´ 2N | ă |L´ 2M |. Then
distpL, 2Nq „ L1|L| .
Since φj,S,k is supported inside p5{6qSj, it folows that p56S1ˆ 56S2qXpM,Nq2 ‰ H.
Take any pξ1, ξ2q in this intersection. Then ξ1 ă ξ2 ă N , therefore using pξ1`ξ2q P
supppφα,Lq Ă 54L it follows that
|ξ1 ´ ξ2| ď |ξ1 ´N | ` |ξ2 ´N | “ |ξ1 ` ξ2 ´ 2N |
ď 3|L| ` 2distpL, 2Nq À L1|L| .
Now, let ` be the line tξ1 “ ξ2u. Since pξ1, ξ2q P S1 ˆ S2, it follows from (10) that
`pSq ď L´12 distppξ1, ξ2q, `q À L´12 |ξ1 ´ ξ2| À pL1{L2q|L| .
(Recall that L1 “ OpL2q.) This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) Let A be the distance from pξ1, ξ2q to the set of two corners pM,Mq and
pN,Nq. Then the desired lower bound for A follows from
A Á distppξ1, ξ2q, `q Á L1`pSq .
Using the triangle inequality and the Whitney property (10), we also have
A ď distppξ1, ξ2q, `q ` distppξ1 ` ξ2q{2, tM,Nuq
À L2`pSq ` L1|L| .
Thanks to (i) we obtain the upper bound A À L1`pSq, as desired. l
Part III (final step). We now examine mLM . Using (44) and Lemma A.7 and
Lemma A.8, it follows that mLMpM,N, ξ1, ξ2q could be written as
“ χξ1ăξ2χMăξ1,ξ2ăN
´ÿ
α,β
ÿ
I,J
φα,Ipξ1qφβ,Jpξ2q1constraints on I,J
¯
ˆ
ˆ
´ÿ
k,γ
ak
ÿ
S,L
φ1,S,kpξ1qφ2,S,kpξ2qφ3,S,kpξ1 ` ξ2qφγ,Lpξ1 ` ξ2q1constraints on S,L
¯
here there are constraints on I, J, S, L relative to α, β, γ. Observe that the sum-
mation over pk, γ, S, Lq is zero outside tξ1 ă ξ2u, while the summation over
pα, β, I, Jq is zero outside tM ă ξ1, ξ2 ă Nu. Therefore we could drop the factor
χξ1ăξ2χMăξ1,ξ2ăN in the right hand side and obtain
mLM “
ÿ
α,β,γ,k
ak
ÿ
IPIM,N pαq
ÿ
JPIM,N pβq
ÿ
LPI2M,2N pγq
ÿ
SPS
1constraints on I,J,S,L ˆ
ˆ
”
φα,Ipξ1qφ1,S,kpξ1q
ı
ˆ
”
φβ,Jpξ2qφ2,S,kpξ2q
ı
ˆ rφγ,Lpξ1 ` ξ2qφ3,S,kpξ1 ` ξ2qs .
Since ak decays rapidly, for the purpose of proving Lemma A.6 we may drop
the summation over k and consider only the contribution of one k.
Recall that Dy denotes the dilation by 2
y with respect to 0, i.e. Dyξ “ 2yξ.
In particular D´1L “ t12x : x P Lu. We claim that in any non-zero summand in
mLM , it holds that
(i) |I| „ |J | „ `pSq „ |L|.
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(ii) The spatial distances between any two of I, J, S1, S2, D´1pS3q, D´1pLq are
bounded above by OpL1|I|q.
Indeed, (i) follows from Lemma A.7 and Lemma A.8:
`pSq „ |L| „ 1
L1
distppξ1, ξ2q, tpM,Mq, pN,Nquq
|I| „ |J | „ 1
L1
distppξ1, ξ2q, tpM,Mq, pN,Nquq .
For (ii), by the Whitney property (10) distpS1, S2q “ OpL2`pSqq, thus the dis-
tances between D´1pS3q and S1, S2 are OpL1`pSqq. The desired claim now follows
from examining the factors in the summation.
It follows that by decomposing mLM into Op1q sums we may assume that
J, L, S1, S2, S3 are completely determined from I: comparable length and nearby
location.
Since ak decays rapidly we can ignore the summation over k, and below we will
even drop the dependence on k of the inner sums for brevity of notations. We end
up with a symbol of the formÿ
IPD1
ÿ
JPD2
ÿ
LPD3
ψ1,Ipξ1qψ2,Jpξ2qψ3,Lpξ1 ` ξ2q1constraints
here D1,D2,D3 could be Dleft or Dright.are three fixed collections of (standard)
dyadic intervals, ψ1,I is a C
n bump function adapted to I and is supported on 5
4
I,
and ψ2,J and ψ3,L satisfy similar properties. The contraints read as follows: for
fixed bounded integers m1, n1,m2, n2 it holds that
‚ |J | “ 2m1 |I| and cpIq ` n1|I| P J ‰ H.
‚ |L| “ 2m2 |I| and cpIq ` n2|I| P D´1pLq.
‚ M P Ilower,α X Jlower,β and 2M P Llower,γ;
‚ N P Iupper,α X Jupper,β and 2N P Lupper,γ.
This completes the proof of Lemma A.6. l
A.3.4. Reduction to TLM , part II: completion of the proof. Using Lemma A.6, we
may decompose mLM into boundedly many mm1,n1,m2,n2 , defined byÿ
α,β,γ
ÿ
I,J,L
ψ1,Ipξ1qψ2,Jpξ2qψ3,Lpξ1 ` ξ2q1constraints on I,J,L ˆ
ˆ 1tMPIlower,α,NPIupper,αu1tMPJlower,β ,NPJupper,βu1t2MPLlower,γ ,2NPLupper,γu ,
and the ‘constraints’ on I, J, L specify the location and the length of J and L
relative to I using m1, n1,m2, n2 as discussed in the last section. Note that the
decomposition of mLM is independent of M and N .
For each fixed I, J, L, we will sum the summands over α, β, γ. Using Lemma A.3,
we will divide mm1,n1,m2,n2 into 8 symbols, such that in the summation each of
I, J, L are required to be in one of Dleft,Dright, and each of these 8 symbols could
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be further decomposed into OpL1q symbols having the following structure:ÿ
IPD1
ÿ
JPD2
ÿ
LPD3
ψ1,Ipξ1qψ2,Jpξ2qψ3,Lp´ξ1 ´ ξ2q ˆ
ˆ 1tMPI1,lower,NPI1,upperu1tMPJ2,lower,NPJ2,upperu1t2MPL3,lower,2NPL3,upperu
where ψj are bump functions supported in r´c, cs, (1{2 ă c ă 5{8) and the
collection of interval triples tpI1,lower, I, I1,upperq, I P D1u is rigid, and the same
holds for the other two collections of interval triples. Note that the rigidity type
of these collections are not opposite, i.e. we won’t have both pinfinite, finiteq and
pfinite, infiniteq. Due to the flexibility of pfinite, finiteq rigidity (which could
be converted into two terms of any of the other types), we could assume that the
rigidity type of the three collections are the same.
We now split the intervals I, J, L if necessary to ensure |I| “ |J | “ |L|: to do
this we will split ψ1,I , ψ2,J , ψ3,L and we will correspondingly split all bounded
intervals in I1,lower, I1,upper, J2,lower, J2,upper, L3,lower, L3,upper (but we won’t split
the halflines). Note that if we split ψ1,I into 2
k bump function adapted to the
corresponding subintervals of I (k ě 0), then each new bump function in theory
could be supported in an interval as large as the p1` 2kpc´ 1{2qq enlargement of
the adapting subinterval. Since k is bounded, by choosing c sufficiently close to
1{2 when partitioning 1MăξăN we could ensure that 1` 2kpc´ 1{2q ă 5{4.
After the splitting, the rest of the discretization is similar to the discretization
of mBC . We omit the details.
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